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and Electrical Engineering; Nara Institute of Science and Technology; Graduate School of
Information Science
Acta Univ. Oul. A 664, 2015
University of Oulu, P.O. Box 8000, FI-90014 University of Oulu, Finland

Abstract

Old age brings several physical and cognitive challenges for elderly people, which complicates the
utilization of modern information and communication technology (ICT) for daily task assistance
and for caretakers and family support. One factor hindering the adoption of ICT is that most
existing user interfaces (UIs) require prior knowledge of use metaphors that many elderly people
cannot learn to master. Research on developing assistive technology exists, such as phones for the
elderly, but these often have UIs that require prior knowledge and use experience. Recent research
has introduced Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) concepts for users’ homes, for example projecting
guidance into the environment. However, only a few empirical studies have attempted to define
the type of projection-based UIs that would be intuitive for the elderly, and the system design
processes that would help in developing such AAL have not been researched thoroughly.

This work presents three design iterations and their empirical evaluations. From these, a body
of knowledge was produced for designing and developing AALs with projected Augmented
Reality (AR) UIs. The first iteration had a sentence-building UI implemented for a wearable
Projector-Camera (ProCam) system, which had limits in technical suitability for the elderly. The
second iteration changed the use metaphor to a simple icon-based menu, and produced a
requirement guideline for UIs in AAL. In the final iteration, the wearable was replaced with a fixed
ProCam, allowing the elderly to make menu selections effectively. This iteration supported
sequential tasks, such as taking medicine, with visual guides. The suitability of the new UI was
tested with computer literate young adults and elderly users, many of the latter having memory
and motor skill limitations. The comparison showed that the two groups performed similarly;
however, the elderly needed a slower and more direct interaction technique adapted to their
preferences in the UI. Assistance for the sequential tasks was found feasible.

This work produced a set of UI-related and technical factors that AAL designers should take
into account when developing projector-based AR systems for the elderly with memory problems.
In addition, this work offers suggestions on how to conduct UI testing sessions with this user group
to reduce the amount of work and improve the success of the iterative development process.

Keywords: assistive technology, augmented reality, design, elderly, user interface
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Tiivistelmä

Ikääntyminen tuo useita fyysisiä ja kognitiivisia haasteita teknologian käytölle mikä puolestaan
mutkistaa modernin informaatioteknologian käyttöä hoivatyöntekijöiden ja omaisten tukemana
päivittäisten askareiden tukemisessa. Yksi este käytölle on käyttöliittyminen hallitsemiseen tar-
vittava osaaminen mitä vanhuksilla on haastavaa oppia. Avustavan teknologian tutkimusta on
olemassa laitteille kuten vanhusten käyttöön suunnitellut matkapuhelimet jotka tarvitsevat tietä-
mystä ja aiempia käyttökokemuksia. Uusimmat tutkimukset esittävät tietotekniikka-avusteisen
asuminen mahdollisuuksia käyttäjien koteihin esimerkiksi projisoitujen opastuksien muodossa,
mutta vain muutamia empiirisiä tutkimuksia on tehty määrittelemään kuinka projektiopohjaiset
käyttöliittymät voisivat olla intuitiivisia vanhuksille, ja tutkimuksia kuinka näiden systeemien
suunnitteluprosessit voisivat avustaa tietotekniikka-avusteisen asumisen suunnittelijoille ei ole
tuotettu tarpeeksi. Tämä työ esittelee kolmen iteroinnin ja empiirisen arvioinnin luoman tietä-
mysperustan kautta ratkaisuja systeemien suunnittelun ja luonnin tarpeisiin projektiopohjaisen
lisätyn todellisuuden käyttöliittymien luomiseksi. Ensimmäisen iteroinnin tulos on lauseraken-
teeseen pohjautuva käyttöliittymä päälle puettavalle projektiojärjestelmälle, jonka todettiin
omaavan teknisiä puutteita vanhuskäyttöön. Toinen iterointi esittelee ikonipohjaisen käyttöliitty-
män ja tuottaa vaatimusmäärittelyohjeistuksia käyttöliittymille. Viimeisessä iteroinnissa korva-
taan päälle puettava kiinteästi asennetulla järjestelmällä, joka mahdollistaa vanhuksille tehok-
kaamman valintamenetelmän valikoille, sekä tukee sarjamuotoisten tehtävien suorittamista visu-
aalisia ohjeistuksia käyttäen esimerkiksi lääkkeen annostelun tukemisessa. Käytön soveltuvuut-
ta vertailtiin tehokäyttäjien ja vanhusten, joilla on usein motoriikan ja kognition ongelmia, kes-
ken, ja vaikka nämä kaksi ryhmää ovat hyvin samankaltaisia on vanhuksille sopivampi menetel-
mä hitaampi ja perustuu suoraan interaktioon. Myös sarjamuotoisen tehtävän suorituksen tuke-
minen osoittautui saavutettavaksi. Tämä työ tuotti käyttöliittymien ja teknisten toteutusten suun-
nitteluun tarkoitettuja ohjeistuksia joita tietotekniikka-avusteisen asumisen suunnittelijoiden tuli-
si ottaa huomioon projektiopohjaisten lisätyn todellisuuden järjestelmien kehittämisessä muisti-
häiriöisten vanhusten tarpeisiin. Lisäksi suosituksia käyttäjätestien luomiseen tämän käyttäjäryh-
män kesken ehdotetaan jolla voidaan vähentää työmäärää sekä parantaa oikein iteratiivista pro-
sessia.

Asiasanat: avustava teknologia, käyttäjäkeskeinen suunnittelu, lisätty todellisuus,
vanhukset
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Abbreviations and definitions 

AAL Ambient Assisted Living  

AAMI Age-Associated Memory Impairment  

AD Alzheimer’s disease 

ADL Activities of Daily Living 

AR Augmented Reality 

CLU Computer Literate User 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HMD Head-mounted display 

IADL Instrumental Activities of Daily Living 

ICT Information and Communication Technology 

MCI Mild Cognitive Impairment 

MMSE Mini-Mental State Examination 

PECS Picture Exchange Communication System 

PiTaSu Picture Tapping Surface 

UI User Interface 

VR Virtual Reality 

Age-Associated Memory Impairment (AAMI): Normal ageing-related decline in 

cognitive functions, resulting in mild forgetfulness.  

Gerontechnology: Gerontechnology is a combination of the terms gerontology 

and technology. It refers to interdisciplinary research into technology for an 

ageing society. It aims to improve the quality of life of elderly individuals in an 

optimal way by using technology when applicable. 

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI): MCI can be considered as a more-than-

average cognitive decline of an elderly person, and it has a chance of developing 

into Alzheimer’s disease (AD).  

Projector-Camera (ProCam) system: As used in this dissertation, the term 

ProCam refers to a combination of a projector and a camera, calibrated to display 

computer-generated images correctly in a real-world environment. The projected 

image can be tracked in real time with the camera. As a result, the image can be 

computationally manipulated and displayed correctly regardless of the position of 

the projector. The camera can be used to track a scene, objects or markers. This 
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projector-camera combination, also used in this study to realize a system, is often 

used in Augmented Reality (AR) solutions. 
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1 Introduction 

People’s life expectancies are rising along with the average age increase, and the 

elderly demographic around the world will continue to grow larger in the future. 

The result will be a population structure consisting heavily of the elderly and less 

of a younger demographic. More elderly will be in need of assistance in the form 

of a professional caretaker or a family caregiver who may not be readily available 

to them due to the age demographic mismatch. The ageing problem is a global 

one, and the data and the proposed solutions presented in this thesis would be 

feasible in most countries. Regarding ageing problems, Japan is currently in the 

worst position, according to Statistics Bureau of Japan (2007). However, figures 

provided by Statistics Finland (2007) show that Finland is in nearly the same 

situation. As the population structures shift, studies have shown that countries will 

face two large problems in the future: the cost of supporting the elderly will rise, 

and the number of caretaking personnel will not be sufficient to support those in 

need of help (Niemelä & Salminen 2009). Solutions for reducing costs, easing the 

growing workload of caretakers and offering effective assistance for the elderly 

are needed. 

The State of Aging and Health in America (Center for Disease Control [CDC] 

2013) reports that 64% of American older adults surveyed want to stay in their 

own homes as long as possible, which is consistent with the preferences of the 

Finnish elderly population. The services provided to the elderly should support 

the independent execution of daily tasks (Vaarama et al. 2010) Based on these 

statistics and elder preferences, help should be provided on location at an elderly 

person’s home whenever possible. Being able to stay at home longer costs less 

than being in an institution from the time that support is needed. However, among 

the aged, the number of elderly who live alone is increasing, and these people 

require more assistance in basic daily tasks from professional caretakers. In 

addition, the older a person gets, the more assistance they need (Parkkinen 2007). 

All degrees of memory impairment among the elderly population will more than 

double during the next 30 years (Ferri et al. 2006), and this population with 

memory impairment will need more assistance than the average elderly person, so 

the problem needs to be addressed. 

This study is part of a multidisciplinary research project in which the 

proposed solutions to these financial and personnel problems could be achieved 

by improving caretaking personnel’s productivity, as well as by postponing the 

decline in the cognitive and memory function of the elderly by a few years. As an 
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example, an 80-year-old person could have the same functionality and capabilities 

as a 75-year-old person. In addition, if caretaking professionals’ productivity 

could be increased annually by just 1%, the current number of workers would be 

sufficient. In these optimal cases, the need for more caretaking personnel 

plummets from nearly 25% to about 15% (Parkkinen 2007). A more functional 

elderly person could live in their own home longer and would not need a place in 

a nursing home where they would have less independence and would accumulate 

greater caretaking-related costs for society. Ageing in place would accumulate 

vast savings for society (Niemelä & Salminen 2009).  

Research has been done to implement technology as an assistive and supportive 

tool for both caretakers and the elderly. Everywhere, technology surrounds our 

lives more and more every day in the form of ambient intelligence. It is being 

integrated into many aspects of our lives and has changed the ways we 

communicate. It could also change the way we deliver health care to individuals 

in need. It is crucial to think what kinds of technologies are available for the 

elderly who suffer from memory impairment and whether the design aspects are 

taking this growing population’s needs into account. If the current solutions are 

not adequate, there is a need to create novel, easy-to-use devices to meet elderly 

user requirements. Human-computer interaction systems designed specifically for 

the elderly are required in many countries where elderly people feel alienated in 

the use of new technology.  

This study proposes an assistive projection tabletop solution in the home of 

an elderly person and investigates how feasible such a system would be. 

Cognitive and physical limitations of the elderly make technology use more 

difficult, so this research seeks to establish whether this fairly unknown 

technology is appropriate for elderly people, offering types of assistance that are 

comfortable to users, with a user interface (UI) they can effectively and 

intuitively use. Often the use of new and state-of-the-art assistive technology 

requires skills that elderly users might not have, and the technology must be 

taught with a caretaker’s assistance. The assistive technology offered also needs 

to be accepted into the elderly person’s home through explanations of its 

usefulness to the end user. For this to happen, the design and use of an assistive 

system has to be as approachable as possible and be unobtrusive to the elderly 

person.  

Bouma et al. (2004) discussed the improvements that technology could bring 

to the lives of the elderly. Augmenting the elderly’s abilities to perform their 

routine tasks more effectively would make them more productive. In addition, the 
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elderly could access information they often require but do not have easy access to 

and they could stay better connected with their family and caregivers. Bouma et 

al. also presented the challenges the elderly have with technology and stated that 

one should understand why the elderly have trouble adopting new technology. 

They also questioned why the focus of research is not on the elderly being active 

users. If this technology acceptance problem cannot be solved, the benefits of new 

technologies are out of reach for the elderly population. This dissertation sheds 

additional light on the problem points presented by Bouma et al. by discussing 

the experience of conducting user studies with the elderly. The work presented in 

this dissertation is a collaboration between a Japanese and a Finnish university 

through a double-degree program. Most of the technical solutions were developed 

in Japan, and the user studies for the prototype systems were conducted in 

Finland. The collaboration aims to offer solutions suitable for both countries, as 

both suffer from similar problems regarding ageing. 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to design, test and verify an assistive technological 

solution in the form of a projective tabletop system for the elderly in order to 

sustain independent living at home. The research focused on finding out whether 

using new projection-based systems and tailored user-interface methods in elderly 

users’ home environments is feasible as an assistive alternative for the elderly. 

Newer technologies that use unproven or unverified methods of interaction have 

not been tested extensively with elderly users, and thus require proper design and 

testing. The home environment was chosen as the assistance area because 

enabling ageing in place is one of the ways to maintain an elderly person’s quality 

of life and also to reduce the costs of placing a person in institutionalized care.  

The research in this study employed a user-centred approach and Design 

Science methodology to iteratively create artefacts from the design, prototype and 

implementation steps in the process and to add to the knowledge base from the 

findings. First, the research focused on the elderly and how they interact with new 

technology. Second, the focus was on an actual task they had to follow using the 

proposed projection system. The process and the results are presented from the 

iterative format of the pilot and the user tests done for the system. The research 

focused on finding out how usable a projection-camera (ProCam) system would 

be for an elderly user by looking into the effectiveness and ease of use of the 

elements of the design.  
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1.2 Motivation 

The motivation for this study was the large number of elderly who will not 

receive proper assistance in the future due to a lack of economic and human 

resources. The rising elderly population, many with varying levels of memory 

impairment, require assistance from caretakers. According to the World 

Population Prospects from a United Nations report (United Nations 2013), the 

median age of the world will rise from 29.2 years to 36.1 years in the next 35 

years, and the life expectancy will rise from 68.7 years to 75.9 years in the same 

time period. As examples, Figure 1 shows the percentage rise for people aged 

over 60 and aged over 80 years of age for Japan, Finland and the world. Looking 

at Japan, the percentage of people over the age of 60 will grow from 32% of the 

population to nearly 43% of the population by the year 2050. Similarly, in 

Finland, the ageing population over the age of 60 can be seen growing from 

26.3% to 31.5%. The percentage of elderly people over the age of 60 in the world 

population will rise dramatically from 11.7% to 21.2%, and the percentage of 

people over the age of 80 will grow from 1.7% to 4.1% in the next 35 years. 

 

Fig. 1. World ageing population prospects (United Nations 2013). 

The number of people with dementia will also rise in the world and among the 

elderly. Figure 2 shows the prevalence of dementia in age groups of 60 to over 90 

which shows an increase from 1.9% to 43.8%. This representative example is for 

a single population in the Finnish town of Haapajärvi (Winblad et al. 2010). 

Societies cannot afford to take care of the elderly in the future with the current 
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number of caretakers and lack of funding. Many elderly people with memory 

impairment require either constant care in an institution or visits from caretaking 

staff in their homes. Often, these individuals would like to live in their own 

homes as long as possible, but they need to be institutionalized due to the daily 

problems resulting from the dangers presented by memory problems i.e. falling 

down at home, forgetting medication, getting lost. In Finland, the financial and 

personnel prospects cannot sustain the expected future ageing population and the 

predicted number of people with dementia. The world lives in an age of 

ubiquitous technology, used by people in the form of smartphones, tablets and 

personal computers, as well as existing inside everyday machines. Assistance 

could be provided using existing technology or newer technology that was not 

initially thought of as useful in elderly care. However, the attitudes of the elderly 

towards technology might often be negative. Learning how to use current 

technology is difficult, as it is not often designed with elderly users, especially 

users with memory impairment, in mind. This lack of skills in using unfamiliar 

devices presents problems for the introduction of technological assistance into a 

home environment. 

 

Fig. 2. The distribution of dementia by age and sex for 60+ population. Modified from 

(Winblad et al. 2010). 

Studies show that a person with dementia needs to feel safe and assisted, and also 

that an informal caretaker, such as a spouse, needs to know that the elderly person 

is taken care of if they are not present at home (Björneby et al. 1999). This is 

because there is a strong mental burden on the informal caretakers of a person 

with memory impairment. Family members taking care of the elderly often feel 
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that the workload is so significant that they might end up with depression 

themselves. For this reason, reducing the workload is important as well as 

providing the information that caretakers require about the elderly person. 

Technology could offer improved ways to help the elderly and provide 

information about their situation to caretakers. This assisted work can be as 

simple as knowing that the elderly person has taken their medication on time and 

correctly. 

AR has been a fairly well studied research field for many years, but it has 

been relatively untested for its possibilities in the field of elderly assistive 

technology. This thesis chose projected AR technology as a research focus for 

assistance because it provides information and a UI for the elderly user, which, 

overlaid on surfaces and objects, are visible to the user as well as to others around 

the projection. It is not bound by a screen and does not need to be carried or worn 

by the user and thus would be a more unobtrusive and less limiting solution. 

When looking at how computer use has increased over the years and how human-

computer interaction has been studied, there is still a gap between age groups, 

which should be taken into account (Charness & Boot 2009). The role of 

technology in everyday life situations is growing, and the share of the elderly in 

the population is increasing, especially in developed countries. Although the 

elderly are facing increasing technology in their everyday lives and other contexts 

(Mikkola & Halonen 2011), they are not yet accustomed to its use. Marcus stated 

that a future of connected and smart objects creating a ubiquitous network, 

combined with appropriate services for communities of regular people, is already 

among us, not only for people with special needs (Marcus 2003). Activities that 

promote independent living for the elderly in their own homes are acknowledged 

as information and communication technology (ICT) based activities (Curry et al. 

2002), and Fuglsang saw efforts in empowering the elderly to become more 

active citizens as an important factor (Fuglsang 2005). However, there are 

difficulties with the use of current and new technologies among the elderly. 

Hawthorn pointed out that the acceptance and use of new technology are often 

difficult due to convoluted guides and structures (Hawthorn 2007). As such, 

designing technology that takes into account elderly users should be seen as one 

of the more important tasks, as pointed out in several studies. Rogers and Czaja 

stated that, in addition to designers’ ability to make products more desirable for 

any given market, they can improve elderly people’s quality of life with their 

design choices (Rogers & Czaja 2004). The study by Charness & Boot (2009) 

added that poorly designed technology is one of the things that incite fear of 
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technology among the elderly. This makes it increasingly difficult to adopt newer 

technologies. The negative feelings and attitudes of elderly users make thought 

processes more difficult, and they cannot concentrate on new tasks or on the 

features of a given system. For this reason, Broady et al. suggested that 

technology designs should take into consideration the abilities of the elderly and 

the kind of physical or mental changes ageing causes for these individuals. For 

the growing elderly population, the acceptance and utilization of new 

technologies is becoming more and more important (Broady et al. 2010). 

Not only is there a need to design technology suitable for the elderly, but it is 

also important that ethical aspects be taken into account when technology is 

increasingly implemented and used and when it starts to affect the elderly 

(Mordini et al. 2009). As an example, the technology presented in this study uses 

a camera that has infrared capabilities; however, it is not used to expose the user 

to possible privacy-limiting surveillance via a video feed. The infrared light 

emitted by the camera will only be able to see objects with special markers in the 

environment. The necessary data shared by the proposed system (e.g. scheduling 

and medication) would either be securely stored locally or be accessible over a 

secured connection only to authorized persons. However, as a limitation, this 

thesis does not extensively focus on information security, privacy or ethics, as the 

focus of this work is on the interaction with and feasibility of new technology. 

Still, the ethical and privacy points are presented as suggestions of how to address 

these important considerations in the discussion section of the thesis.  

1.3 The elderly user: Environmental and ethical considerations 

This study limits the scope of the research to a couple of factors. The proposed 

system would be installed in the home of an elderly user. This is considered a 

place where they need the most assistance due to being alone for long periods of 

time, and this installation would enable ageing in place. The intended users of the 

system are individuals ranging from those with normal ageing-related difficulties 

to individuals with mild dementia. Elderly people in more advanced stages of 

dementia require constant care in a nursing home and thus are not suitable for an 

assistive technological system, as learning the technology would be next to 

impossible and extensive human assistance is required for them. This study 

focuses on an average user who is an elderly person over the age of 65 and who 

may have the above-mentioned limited cognitive capabilities. For physical 

capabilities, the user must have adequate eyesight to read two-centimetre-sized 
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text, at minimum, with or without the assistance of glasses. For motor skill 

problems, slight tremors are acceptable as well as similar restrictive hindrances to 

movement (e.g., gout), as long as the person can perform pointing actions and 

hold small items for short periods of time. As the tests were performed using an 

interface projected on a table, individuals using wheelchairs were accepted for the 

tests. However, the elderly users for this work were chosen from an available pool 

of participants mostly based on convenience samples. This was due to the fact 

that it was difficult to find available elderly participants for testing.  

Ethical aspects were highlighted as concerns of telecare technology 

implementations by Eccles (2010). Eccles claimed that assistive technology use 

will grow more significant in the near future. He stated that growing telecare 

technology necessitates a debate on how technology can be ethically implemented 

while considering that good care might be defined differently for different users. 

Thus, a certain level of ethical consideration has to be taken into account, 

considering the fragile nature of the elderly with memory impairment. 

Oftentimes, these people suffer from symptoms including unpredictable 

behaviour, thus needing to be treated with care under professional supervision. In 

the case of Alzheimer’s disease (AD), the elderly might have anxiety or anger 

towards new situations, so in testing a new assistive system with new and 

unproven input methods, the design of the system has to be robust and the test 

situations, flexible. Ethical questions regarding system design have to be 

considered, so that an elderly person in a frail state of mind can enjoy sufficient 

privacy, regardless of the technology. Ethical permission for the research was 

applied for from the ethical committee, but it was deemed unnecessary by the 

committee due to the less strenuous usability and technological focus of the work.  

Intuitiveness is often associated with UI and product design, but its exact 

nature is often left unspecified. To create a system design for the elderly that can 

be considered intuitive, and thus to understand what intuitiveness is and how it 

can be measured, the term itself has to be defined clearly. In this work, “intuitive 

use” is based on a study (Blackler et al. 2003) that defined the term as that which 

takes into account previous knowledge of a person regarding products, and that 

which is created from experience. Thus, a product that has intuitive use has to be 

based on some form of familiarity, so that the user can expect a certain result. 
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1.4 Prior research 

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of gerontechnological 

research, which focuses on studying elderly people’s experiences with 

technology. The basic principle is to improve designs and technology solutions by 

incorporating elderly users as a central part of the design process, so that the end 

result better serves an ageing society. At present, the elderly use a multitude of 

devices ranging from simple one problem–one solutions to assistive devices that 

are more versatile in nature. The possibilities of smart homes with a wide variety 

of sensors and other automated or context-sensitive assistive technology devices 

are being studied to improve this situation. Ambient assisted living (AAL) 

systems focus on offering ubiquitous assistance to the elderly in their daily tasks, 

meeting context sensitivity, minimal interaction and unobtrusiveness 

requirements. Projection and AR systems research that takes elderly users into 

account is very limited, as most traditional systems research is studied from the 

perspective of offering solutions to younger users. However, even though the 

research is scarce, AR projection systems offer usability that could likely be 

harnessed for systems designed for the elderly. Taking advantage of the 

technologies and researching how the interaction method matches the needs must 

be a priority. 

1.5 Research question 

For this work, a projection system with a UI was created to be used by the elderly. 

As projection technologies are relatively untested with elderly participants in 

mind, the research focus was on gathering knowledge on the intuitive use 

problem. To address the presented use context, the main research question (MQ) 

was:  

MQ: What is the best way to construct and validate a UI for the elderly using 

an AR projection system? 

From this, the sub-questions (SQ) were formalized to address different parts of 

the projection-based system design factors as follows: 

SQ 1.1: What projection type would be suitable for the elderly at home? 
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SQ 1.2: What requirements are there for a projection system UI for the 

elderly, and, Are there different requirements for a projection system for the 

elderly compared to computer-literate users (CLUs)? 

SQ 1.3: What factors do UI designers need to take into account when 

choosing the selection methods for a Projector-Camera (ProCam) system for 

elderly users? 

SQ 1.4: Is a projection system suitable for supporting a correct execution of a 

sequenced task such as medication intake? 

SQ 1.5: What physical assistive devices useful for the elderly, such as 

medication dispensers, would be appropriate to virtualize using projection 

technology? 

AAL systems are mainly designed for elderly people with basic ageing-related 

problems. To create a design specifically for those with memory impairment, the 

available knowledge on these systems needs to be assessed. These research 

questions are based on the data received from a background literature review on 

assistive technology devices that are meant for use by the general population or 

by the elderly. Based on the literature, there seems to be a lack of technology 

designed specifically for the elderly or for users with memory impairment, even 

though the research field is growing. Ageing presents physical and cognitive 

challenges in learning as well as, in some individuals, an unwillingness to learn 

new technology, so the goal of this study became a search for ways to help the 

elderly with technology by taking into account what the users already know, but 

also focusing on whether an unknown technology could offer assistance in a 

feasible way. The research question proposed a system with adequate ease of use 

for the elderly, while still offering new interaction methods not used by this 

population before. 
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1.6 Research method 

Fig. 3. Design Science research cycle (Reproduced from Hevner 2004). 

This research work uses a Design Science method and elderly user-centric 

approaches in realizing the end system and iterating the requirements, technology 

and UIs. The Design Science method is used to create artefacts from different 

parts of the research process, which are used to expand the existing knowledge 

base of gerontechnology and technology research (Figure 3). To improve or 

change the design artefacts, iterations were measured for their rigour. Hevner et 

al. (2004) introduced seven Design Science research guidelines, which were 

followed in this research. A more detailed description can be found in Chapter 4, 

‘Research methodology’. 
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Fig. 4. Knowledge contribution framework (Reproduced from Gregor & Hevner 2013). 

This thesis presents research that can be classified using the framework in Figure 

4 as an improvement, where a new solution is developed for known problems, but 

it can also be considered an invention, a new solution for new problems. This is 

due to the elderly not having extensive experience with projection-based and AR 

technologies, and thus the interaction experiences with these technologies are new 

and might present problems. Research presented in this work used a fairly small 

convenience sample size, as elderly participants available for research purposes 

were limited. User studies were conducted using participation, observations and 

interviews to gather feedback. 

1.7 Main contribution 

The main addition of this study to the existing knowledge base for 

gerontechnology is to address whether (one type of) projection technology is 

suitable for assisting the elderly in a home environment. The overall design, 

conceptualization and implementation of the systems were done through testing 

the user interaction methods extensively. Additional contributions to the Design 

Science knowledge base of experience and expertise were derived from the 

experience of designing and testing a technological system with elderly users and 

observing how they cope with technology and what kinds of measures should be 
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taken into account for test situations. The research work used in this dissertation 

has been presented in five publications discussing two platforms and three UI 

concepts, as shown in Figure 5.  

 

Fig. 5. Evolution of the UI concepts, system prototypes and target users focus. 

The initial concept presented in publication (I) is a UI design based on the picture 

exchange communication system (PECS). Based on the preliminary requirements 

of memory impairment, a sentence-based structure of UI was chosen to support 

cognitive impairment. Initially, a projective system could offer better interaction 

and display capabilities for the elderly due to real-world projections. Publication 

(II) built on the idea of using a wearable system in combination with remote 

assistance and location sensors to offer context-sensitive support. Findings 

showed that a wearable system has technical projection issues that might not be 

suitable for the elderly, and the affordance of a sentence-based UI is low without 

context-sensitive triggers. Consequently, an additional gathering of elderly 

requirements was needed, and a new concept for a UI was proposed: publication 

(III) presents additional requirements for an assistive technology design. A 

reduction in the number of devices was needed, as well as the implementation of 

more functionality for the assistive technology devices. This reduction and 

combination of functions reduced the need for users to learn more new devices. 

The kitchen-assistance-related publication (IV) shows the possibilities of assisting 

an elderly person in a kitchen environment using visual prompts with a tabletop 

projection system. Additional qualitative data was gathered of elderly people 

preparing coffee by observing them in an actual, unfamiliar kitchen environment. 
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Finally, publication (V) shows the development of a tabletop system (Figure 6), 

which 

overcame the technical difficulties of a wearable system and presented a UI for 

the elderly in a home environment through pilot and user studies. The findings of 

publication (V) were as follows: 

1. Direct interaction is useful when using AR for the elderly. 

2. Overlaying on top of objects helps the user with sequential tasks. 

3. The hover interaction method is the most suitable for the elderly. 

4. A large projection helps the elderly with their interaction limitations. 

5. A fixed solution is more suitable than a wearable one for the elderly. 

 

Fig. 6. Fixed-installation tabletop system solution. 

These findings suggest that AR technology with previously unused input 

methodologies is as suitable as touch-based systems for the elderly. Younger 

computer-literate and elderly users are fairly similar, with individual levels of 

skill. Designing a system with these individual traits in mind will result in a more 

acceptable system for each user. The addition of projection on top of real-world 

objects gives an additional benefit not available for touch-screen or portable 
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devices. The user study showed that, in a medication task, users had no 

difficulties understanding the additional projections on top of objects, suggesting 

that projections would be beneficial to elderly users in other daily tasks. Some of 

the elderly participants showed problems recovering from mistakes and had self-

confidence issues in dealing with technology. Boosting users’ confidence with 

easy-to-use technology is essential. Also, it was difficult for users to distinguish 

system mistakes from their own mistakes. These publication approaches and 

findings are shown in more detail in Chapter 6. 

Additionally, user testing with the elderly accumulated notions about how 

tests should be conducted. Subjective observations, interviews and test 

environments presented some problems that could be avoided with more 

planning. How to form questionnaires and handle elderly participants for better 

data by inducing willing participation is explained in the discussion and future 

work sections.  

1.8 Structure of the thesis 

In Chapter 2, the elderly are described as being prone to various physical and 

cognitive problems, including dementia, which affect their successful completion 

of daily tasks. In addition, their attitudes and skills in using technology are 

presented in more detail, including how these affect technology designs. The 

chapter also supports Chapter 3, where earlier systems designed to assist the 

elderly are discussed, from simple tools created for simple tasks to more complex 

assistive technologies that take advantage of sensors and other embedded 

technologies. The lack of research on elderly-oriented projection-based systems is 

described, and the need for more studies in this field is explained. Chapter 4 

focuses on the overview of the Design Science research method used throughout 

this study, including how different parts of the research process reflect the method 

via artefact creation for design and how they are evaluated and refined in later 

stages of the research work. Chapter 5 presents the main contribution of the work 

from the initial system concept of a wearable projection system to a home 

environment-installed fixed system. The overall arc of different designs and how 

they were constructed, improved and user tested is described in detail. The results 

and evaluation of iterations are presented in Chapter 6 in relation to the research 

questions. Chapter 7 concludes the overall study with limitations and future work 

on the possibilities of projection technology for the elderly and describes the 

additional experience gathered from the user study interviews and observations.  
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2 The elderly person as a user 

This chapter is a prerequisite for the related works in Chapter 3, since 

understanding an elderly user, who often has cognitive issues, is important for the 

evaluation and discussion of the work presented later in this dissertation. To 

enable ageing in place, there has to be support for the elderly to cope with the 

changes that happen to them physically and mentally, as well as changes in the 

environment in which they live. As an example, physiological support might 

include housing designed according to the capabilities of the elderly as well as 

solutions, even technological solutions, to help them when their physical 

conditions are limited. Cognitive supports are to assist elderly people in activities 

for which they may not function as well mentally or learn as easily as they used 

to. The work presented in this study focuses on cognitive function support, but it 

takes into account some of the physical problems the elderly might have when 

they use technology. Bouma et al. define gerontechnology as “a study of 

technology and aging for ensuring an optimal technical environment for older 

adults” (Bouma et al. 2004).  

To design a system for use by the elderly, this chapter will present a description of 

the elderly as technology users, so that the kind of problems they face every day 

and the physical and cognitive impairments they have on a general level might be 

understood. In addition, the problem points created by these impairments are 

discussed in relation to system requirement creation. The more severe forms of 

cognitive impairment are explained briefly to justify why technology assistance is 

not always possible and to limit the scope of the work presented. 

2.1 Elderly-related requirements and environment 

To understand how to assist elderly people, we first have to understand what 

kinds of problems they face in their daily activities and how technology might 

provide solutions to these problems. We also need to limit the scope of the 

research to an acceptable degree, as the elderly with severe memory impairment 

are currently outside the help of this advanced technology. This study defines the 

elderly user and the environment as follows: 

1. An elderly person is an individual over the age of 65. 
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2. The users in this study are only those with mild to severe age-associated 

memory impairment (AAMI), mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or mild 

dementia affecting their cognitive abilities. 

3. Based on the above, the user must have a Mini-Mental State Examination 

(MMSE) score in the 15–26 range, which suggests AAMI, MCI or dementia.  

4. The user requires assistance from caretakers in their instrumental activities of 

daily living (IADL) such as cooking, cleaning or taking medication. 

A technology-assisted person in this study is limited to having a maximum of 

mild dementia, due to the difficult impairments presented in later stages of 

dementia-based illnesses. In moderate cases of dementia, the learnability of new 

technology suffers greatly, and the assistive devices become less useful, as an 

actual caretaker might be required to help operate them. In severe cases of 

dementia, such as AD, the person’s impairments are so severe that they require 

constant help in a controlled environment such as a care home. The MMSE is a 

test for measuring the level of cognitive impairment in an individual. A score of 

30 is the starting point, which is then evaluated through a set of questions and 

tasks. Each question or task affects the overall score by either lowering it or 

keeping it at the current level. According to the original MMSE method used in 

Finland, scores between 30 and 27 are considered to be within the normal ageing 

level, the range 24–26 suggests that the individual has normal cognition or MCI, 

18–23 suggests mild dementia, 12–17 for moderate dementia and 0–11 for severe 

dementia. Education might affect the MMSE score so that a score of 27 or even 

30 for an educated individual might still reflect mild dementia. A non-educated 

person might have a score of 23 but be free of any cognitive impairment (Folstein 

et al. 1983). 

People age at different rates, so elderly users’ skills with technology vary 

greatly, and this variation increases the older people get (Mynatt et al. 2000). In 

addition, the learning of new things is slower for an older than a younger 

population (Kelley & Charness 1995), and the acceptance of new technology by 

the elderly must be considered when designing new systems (Björneby et al. 

1999). Also, people with memory problems, especially dementia, present a much 

more challenging environment for designing usable UIs. For people with different 

stages of dementia, technology can offer assistance in the form of reminders, 

stimulation to prevent boredom, responses in case of danger, surveillance and the 

creation of an environment where social networking is easily possible (Björneby 

et al. 1999). Hawthorn (2000) referenced Jagacinski et al. (1995), saying that 
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physical changes can be seen when the elderly user is told, for example, to follow 

a target using a mouse. The movements are slower, and they have a tendency to 

be unable to control the movement and its power/strength (Hawthorn 2000). An 

ageing person’s eyesight becomes worse, especially their ability to see up close, 

which is required when working with computers, smartphones and tablets. 

Hearing and speech recognition should also be taken into account when designing 

products for elderly users (Hawthorn 1998b).  

Cognitive changes affect memory, attention, reaction to triggered events and 

learning capabilities (Asano et al. 2007, Hawthorn 2000). Short-term memory and 

working memory are required for managing details in an application and 

controlling and interacting with a UI. Long-term memory is used for more 

complex tasks spanning longer time periods, such as creating documents and 

using more complex applications. Learning and ease-of-use over time requires 

long-term memory (Hawthorn 1998a). More time is required to complete tasks 

and to react to changes. Over time, ageing can also present a decline in motivation 

and understanding (Asano et al. 2007). However, skills learned when younger 

will help the person in the use of IT applications, so if a person used applications 

extensively in their working lives, learning new ones when older is easier 

(Hawthorn 1998a). According to Akatsu et al. (2007), elderly users, in addition to 

their cognitive skills, have knowledge and social factors that affect technology 

use. A person might have different assumptions on how something should work. 

If there is a mismatch between the assumed use metaphor and how the user thinks 

the technology should work, the end result can be confusing. Akatsu et al. also 

argued that the elderly often do not want to use products that are not familiar to 

them. 

Broady et al. stated that the biggest factor that makes the elderly avoid 

technology is their lack of knowledge of the capabilities of the technology and 

how to utilize it (Broady et al. 2010). However, if new technology is perceived 

with positive attitudes by elderly users, there is a curiosity to test technical 

equipment (Eisma et al. 2004). Despite the hampering factors caused by cognitive 

or physical limitations, the elderly tend to believe that there is a need for them to 

accept ICT, rather than a need to avoid it (Broady et al. 2010). Many aspects of 

life now have more technology integrated into them, changing the nature of work, 

the scope and form of communication and how health care is delivered (Bouma et 

al. 2004). However, an understanding of why older adults have difficulty adapting 

to new technologies, as well as perceiving themselves as active users of 
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technology, is important. Otherwise, the benefits of the new technologies may not 

be realized for older populations (Bouma et al. 2004). 

2.2 Daily activities and related problems 

The elderly living at home face a multitude of problems when there is a decline in 

their basic skills, and they often struggle to complete simple tasks that they were 

previously capable of handling successfully. The problems can be roughly divided 

into two categories: physical and mental. For the system design, this study takes 

into account the basic physical problems related to ageing and focuses on the 

cognitive capabilities and limitations of the elderly, including dementia-related 

illnesses.  

 

Fig. 7. Design requirements gathering, from physical and cognitive problems. 

As presented in Figure 7, when designing a system for elder use, one needs to 

take into account basic ageing-related problems, as well as possible memory 

impairment, to form the underlying basic requirements. The requirements for the 

design can also be applied from the ISO/IEC Guide (Gulliksen & Harker 2004). 

An elderly person faces varying degrees of physical problems due to ageing, the 

most common related to motor skill functionality. As people age, movements 

become more imprecise, and eyesight and hearing weaken. In terms of UI 

considerations, small fonts become harder to read and assistive audio, harder to 
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hear. Smaller buttons, icons and displays, for example, on mobile phones, become 

harder to manipulate, as precision can be a problem. The current elderly 

population also has a low degree of knowledge related to technology use. They 

are not traditionally accustomed to modern devices such as tablets and 

smartphones in the same way as younger generations have become CLUs. As 

technology is offered more in everyday situations, the difficulties in learning each 

new system are a burden for the elderly. The daily use of systems such as 

banking, the internet, television and computers might require outside assistance, 

as design aspects are not uniform. 

2.3 Different levels of cognitive decline in an elderly person 

An elderly person might suffer from varying degrees of decline in their cognitive 

skills. These present as problems in short- and long-term memory functions, 

problem solving and thought processing. All of these problems influence their use 

of technology and form a cognitive requirements artefact for the system design. 

People age differently, so some individuals might not present any cognitive 

decline at all, while others might experience mild to more severe types of 

cognitive decline problems. Ageing-related cognitive decline can be divided into 

three general groups, from mild to severe: AAMI, MCI and dementia-related 

illnesses. In the case of normal ageing, no easily perceivable difference in 

cognitive skills or the mood of a person can be observed, so this study details the 

three cognitive impairments briefly presented below.  

Age-Associated Memory Impairment (AAMI) 

The regular ageing process manifests as a cognitive decline in half of the 

population over the age of 65 (Lobo et al. 2000). This can be considered a part of 

the normal ageing process and results in symptoms such as mild forgetfulness, the 

misplacing of items and difficulties in recalling names or the proper words to use 

in a sentence. As such, it does not present a need for the individuals to seek help 

or assistance from caretakers. 

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) 

An individual with a more serious decline of cognitive functions compared to the 

average in their age group and education level can be classified as having MCI. 
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The estimated number of people with MCI ranges from 3% to 19% for people 

over the age of 65 (Gauthier et al. 2006). Individuals diagnosed with MCI can 

remain stable, but over half of them develop some form of dementia within five 

years. As such, this can be regarded as a risk for developing dementia and 

possibly AD.  

Dementia and related diseases 

Dementia is an all-encompassing term for many different memory impairments. It 

is not a disease itself, but instead, it describes different kinds of symptoms related 

to a decline in memory or thinking that affects people in their daily activities. 

According to Pirttilä et al. (2006), the most common form of dementia is AD, 

constituting 80% of dementia cases. The symptoms of AD take the form of 

memory loss, particularly of short-term memory, and a decline in intellectual 

capabilities. As there is no known cure for AD, the symptoms become worse over 

time, and a person with AD will eventually require constant care in a hospital or a 

nursing home in the later stages of the disease. AD has three general stages: mild, 

moderate and severe. It can also be divided into seven more specific stages of 

severity, including early-onset symptoms. The symptoms and the closely related 

decline in skills vary from person to person, so the stages are generally an 

estimate and should be defined individually for each person. Mandell & Green 

(2011) have described dementia as impairment in at least three of the following 

five areas: language, memory, visuo-spatial skills, personality, behaviour and 

capabilities in acquired knowledge manipulation. 

According to Pirttilä et al. (2006), typical symptoms of mild or moderate AD 

include the following: 

1. Difficulty in remembering names or items 

2. Disorientation of time and place  

3. Forgetting location of items or events 

4. Difficulty in organizing and planning 

5. Difficulty in complex task execution  

Dementia-based diseases also sometimes manifest as follows (Cahill et al. 2007, 

Pirttilä et al. 2006): 

1. Apathy, passiveness and social isolation due to lack of initiative  

2. Mood changes such as frustration, agitation or irritability  
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3. Suspiciousness due to personality changes 

The basic AD phases are presented below, so that the inclusion and exclusion of 

the users for this work can be understood. 

Mild AD 

Mild AD is often characterized by MCI symptoms such as mild forgetfulness, 

getting lost, having trouble with cash and paying bills, repetition of tasks and 

questions and requiring more time to complete tasks. It can also slowly lead to 

difficulties in planning, organizing and following instructions. At this stage, some 

personality changes are possible due to frustration with one’s own ability to 

remember.  

Moderate AD 

Individuals with moderate AD require more assistance with their daily activities, 

as forgetfulness becomes more apparent. Getting lost is a more constant problem, 

and task repetition is continuous. Tasks such as choosing the proper clothing for 

the time of the year and remembering to carry needed items become difficult.  

People with moderate AD need more specific and suitable designs, and they 

would benefit from testing for a more appropriate solution. Our current solution is 

not suitable for those with mild dementia. 

Severe AD 

In the severe stages of AD, the person’s mental abilities have declined so 

drastically that they need constant care and help in most tasks. Dressing, 

showering and eating become difficult, and short-term memory functions are 

limited. Thought processing is affected and often results in wrong interpretations. 

As an example, a person might misunderstand a sign for a “wet floor” as “urinate 

on the floor”. Paranoia and not recognizing oneself in the mirror might be 

additional symptoms. Often, aggressive behaviour increases. As such, these 

individuals need caretaker support in a proper institution that can provide constant 

comfort and personal care. 

Problems with daily activities for people with dementia are related to regular 

activities. A person might have trouble preparing meals, remembering events and 
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people or coping correctly with tasks that have multiple steps. In particular, 

interrupted tasks present difficulties, for example, during cooking or traveling to a 

location, as the next step is forgotten. Keeping individuals with these problems 

active and involved has been shown to help slow their degrading cognitive and 

physical skills. Due to memory problems, a person might not remember to eat, 

exercise or sleep properly, which leads to even poorer physical and mental health. 

Thus, having a routine and a schedule that supports the activities is recommended. 

Keeping a person socially active also helps with depression related to loneliness. 

Enabling communication via video, phone or visits is considered advantageous 

when preventing social isolation. 

AD sometimes presents additional symptoms: visual agnosia affects a 

person’s ability to recognize things such as food or drinks, and with apraxia, a 

person has difficulties performing intended actions due to a motor skills disorder 

(Cunningham & Archibald 2006). These symptoms should be taken into account 

in system design, if necessary. Medical and caretaking staff’s general 

recommendations for activating and easing the life of a person with memory 

impairment are as follows: 

– Give choice. Let the person make choices and stay involved in decision-

making. 

– Encourage communication by two-way conversations. 

– Offer simple instructions. Use simple step-by-step instructions to reduce 

confusion. 

– Repeat instructions and allow more time to respond; try not to interrupt. 

– Limit the number of choices, for example, “Would you like a hamburger or 

chicken?” instead of “What would you like to eat?” 

– Do one task at a time. Keep things simple by asking or saying one thing at a 

time. 

– Keep a daily routine, so the person knows when certain things will happen. 

– Ask for help from the person. For example, “Let’s set the table”, “It’s time to 

go for our walk” or “I need help folding clothes”. 

2.4 Elderly technology acceptance and usability issues 

Hawthorn (2007) pointed out how the elderly try to avoid errors when using a 

computer by not using all of the functions available. By doing this, they 

inadvertently minimize the potential of the computer. Hawthorn also mentioned 
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that there is a lack of well-developed design vocabulary and that it is possible to 

adjust interfaces to elderly requirements; however, most elderly users do not 

know this. As a result, the elderly user is often unable to explain what they would 

like from the computer regarding functionality and features. Morris & Venkatesh 

(2000) argued that age is a limiting factor only at the very beginning of 

technology experiences, but there is a stronger emphasis on the adoption of new 

technology based on age; that is, whether the technology should be taken into use 

or not is a more common problem when technology is seen as an unnecessary 

tool. Goodman & Eisma (2003) pointed out that this negativity towards 

technology and the underestimation of one’s own skills is a problem among the 

elderly. This view is also shared by Lehtinen et al. (2009). However, the elderly 

interviewed by Mikkola & Halonen (2011) generally had positive attitudes 

towards technology, contradicting the previous statement. This might suggest that 

there is some technology resistance but that it varies from person to person. For 

elderly users, a lack of confidence in their own abilities and problems 

remembering how technology is used result in less technology adaptation. This 

might also result in the elderly users’ skills not progressing in tandem with those 

of younger users who adopt and learn new technology at a more frequent pace. 

Comparisons to younger CLUs were made by Morris & Venkatesh (2000), who 

stated that when it comes to technology, younger users are more affected by 

attitudinal factors and that the elderly are more affected by social and process 

factors. An elderly user might take a device into use if others show its usefulness. 

Hanson (2009) and Charness & Boot (2009) both discussed existing problems 

regarding technology adaptation that will likely exist 20 years in the future. They 

stated that the advances of technology in the future will result in similar problems 

as today for the elderly in the learning and adoption of new technology. 

According to Charness & Boot (2009), this continuous lag in adoption could be 

decreased by designing technology for the capabilities of the elderly and using 

better guidelines for the design process. Rogers & Czaja (2004) argued that even 

though the elderly of the future might be more experienced in technology use and 

new devices specifically, ageing still happens regardless, and the changes caused 

by ageing will continue to affect people’s ability to use those devices. As 

technology has a dynamic nature, there will always be a need for the elderly to 

learn new technologies. Akatsu et al. (2007) stated that in addition to the 

cognitive factors that affect the use of technology, the lack of knowledge and the 

thought processes involved in the use also result in difficulties in adoption. The 

thought processes of an elderly person might differ from those of an average 
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technology user who already knows what the affordance of the system is. This 

should be better conveyed to elderly users who often use only familiar devices 

they know well and who do not want to learn newer, yet possibly more suitable, 

devices.  
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3 Related research 

This chapter presents related research used in elderly assistance from earlier non-

technical devices to newer technological approaches. Additional discussion 

describes general user interaction design needs and how they affect elderly users. 

UI design definitions are clarified, when needed, in relation to the research 

presented in this thesis. AR and projection technology descriptions relevant to the 

work are presented. First, the wearable AR solutions are presented through 

examples, then the fixed AR installations are discussed and, finally, some AAL 

and tabletop examples available for the elderly are presented. 

3.1 Prior assistive devices and technology for the elderly 

Assistive devices are used to compensate for physical or cognitive impairments to 

enable activities of daily living and to reduce isolation (Kylberg et al. 2013). The 

older a person gets, the more assistance they may require. As women live longer 

than men on average, older individuals are often female and live alone, suggesting 

single-user systems. A study conducted in the Nordic countries (Månsson et al. 

2008) discussed in detail the aid devices the elderly with dementia have and how 

suitable they are for them and their caretakers. Experience of and improvements 

in the aid devices used during a time span of two years were gathered from 

interviews with informal and formal caretakers. Results of the study showed that 

the aid devices improved daily task management, helped to maintain the users’ 

skills and activated the users to socialize more. This reduced loneliness, which is 

often associated with dementia as loneliness causes people to become apathetic. 

There was a desire for the device to match a problem specifically and effectively 

for a longer period of time, as a constant need to replace and learn new devices 

occurred due to memory impairment symptoms becoming worse. Caretakers can 

learn the use of new devices, but the users with dementia will later on be unable 

to do the same, so the use of a device has to be learned early on by the elderly, to 

solve this problem. 

Many users in the study also had unique preferences regarding the devices, which 

manifested as different ways of using them in different situations. Compiled in 

Table 1 are examples of aid devices used in the home of a person with dementia. 

In many of the cases, the task of the device was very straightforward and simple: 

one device for one job, often acting as a reminder for the user to do a task with 

the help of that particular device. Some devices were meant to support the 
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caretakers, such as the GPS locator and the time management website. Table 1 

also shows how several devices can be divided into wearable, fixed or movable 

installations. The general classification is meant to convey which type of devices 

the user has to carry or wear (e.g. a watch), which ones are put into the 

environment in a certain location but are movable (e.g. talking photo frame) and 

which ones are fixed in place (e.g. stove safety switch). 

Table 1. Examples of cognition support systems. 

Assisted task Type of assist Installation 

Webpage for time management Caretaker and elderly support Movable 

Electronic bed alarm to inform of user getting up Caretaker support Fixed 

GPS-locator worn on waist Caretaker support – Safety Wearable 

Phone with quick dial, big icons or pictures of 

people 

Communication assistance Movable/Wear 

Simpler mobile phone Communication assistance Wearable 

Key holder worn around the neck General assistance Wearable 

Large size display wristwatch General assistance Wearable 

Safety camera at front door General assistance – Safety Fixed 

Safety switches in kitchen equipment General assistance – Safety Fixed 

Audio instructor device near exit General reminder Fixed 

Electronic calendar General reminder Fixed 

Guiding lights indoors  Navigation assistance – Safety Fixed 

Talking photo frame Person or situation memory reminder Movable 

Alarm in multiple locations for calling family 

members 

Remote support device Movable 

Guide implemented coffee maker Task assistance Fixed 

Dishwasher reminder magnets Task reminder Movable 

Electronic medication dispenser  Task reminder Fixed 

Medication dispenser with calendar near Task reminder Fixed 

Notebook for memory Task reminder Wearable 

Paper calendar and post-it notes Task reminder  Movable 

Reminder clock Task reminder Movable 

Wristwatch with medication alarm Task reminder Wearable 

Well-being technologies like the ones displayed above enhance users’ feelings of 

empowerment, and the ability to cope with problematic situations with the help of 

aid devices has been shown to increase social contact, increase safety, help in 

daily tasks and offer quicker help, as well as to reduce the workload and stress of 

the caretakers (Månsson et al. 2008). Many of the current assistive solutions for 

the elderly can be divided roughly into simple or complex ones; the former offers 
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solutions usually to a single problem, the latter to multiple problems. For 

example, a medication dispenser can remind a user what medication to take at the 

correct time. Another simple solution would be a wrist-worn alarm bracelet for 

emergencies (see Figure 8). More complex solutions aim at creating a smart-home 

environment where various sensors, embedded or wearable, are used in unison to 

detect what the user is doing and to offer assistance based on the situational or use 

context. These technological systems do not focus only on a single problem and 

offer a more extensive approach to enhance a person’s daily living activities. 

Systems that use ubiquitous technology in a smart-home environment are called 

Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) systems. 

 

Fig. 8. Wrist alarm with an emergency button. 

3.2 Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) 

Rashidi and Mihailidis (2013) discussed a fairly new paradigm called ambient 

intelligence. Its aim is to offer information technology to build people’s 

capabilities through digitalized environments that adapt and respond to the needs 

of the user. The main elements of ambient intelligence are unobtrusiveness, 

pervasiveness and anticipatory communication for human-computer interactions 

(Rashidi & Mihailidis 2013). AAL can be considered as an extension, as well as a 

sub-category, of ambient intelligence, exclusively describing the elderly. The 

goals for this paradigm are more related to the problems that the elderly face in 

their daily lives, for example, taking care of medical activities. Usual examples of 

AAL are related to medication reminders (Khan et al. 2010), safety and 

emergency services (Eklund et al. 2005) and surveillance solutions (Fleck & 

Strasser 2008). AAL is a common research area that is gaining ground rapidly as 

a framework for assistive technology design for the elderly. It focuses on creating 

guidelines on how technology should be designed and created for the elderly. 
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Kleinberger et al. (2007) argued that ambient assistance technology will only be 

successful if three requirements are met: 

1. The system has to be ubiquitous and should not be obtrusive to the user to 

achieve a high acceptance rate. 

2. Users have individual needs, so the system should adapt itself to these 

requirements. 

3. The assistance the system provides should be accessible by means of 

improved usability. 

These three requirements are desirable requirements for all assistive devices, not 

only for AAL solutions, as discussed in Chapter 2. The main theme of AAL is the 

focus on relying on automation and mostly passive assistance and offering limited 

and simple UI functionality based on context or situational awareness if the user 

needs to interact with the system at any point (Newell & Gregor 2002). Rashidi 

and Mihailidis pointed out that usability and user experience are both vital for 

creating good AAL systems. With extensive training and information provided to 

the elderly user, systems often perceived as complex can become more desirable 

to the users (Rashidi & Mihailidis 2013).  

However, there are problematic points in using these AAL guidelines. The first is 

the common reliance on sensors to capture the context of assistance if the user 

does not want to wear them. Second, if the system requires extensive training, 

elderly users who have cognitive difficulties might not be able to use them. Fully 

automated systems are not yet possible to create a fully functional and optimal 

AAL system, so there is a need for research into systems that offer UIs for the 

users as a stepping stone before achieving the higher goals of ubiquitous 

technology set for AAL.  

3.3 Direct and indirect UIs 

The UI is at the centre of human-computer interaction, as it controls how people 

experience technical systems. Interfaces can require different approaches in how 

they are used, from tangible, object-manipulating methods and gesture controlling 

to traditional ones. Methods can be divided into two types: indirect and direct. A 

graphical user interface (GUI) in computer systems is commonly controlled with 

an indirect input device such as a mouse or a keyboard. Indirect manipulation 

refers to the action on the screen being performed with a separate device, for 

example, a mouse, while direct manipulation would involve directly touching an 
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icon on a touch-screen device such as a tablet. The action on-screen from an 

indirect input device, for example, moving a mouse (see Figure 9, left) to move 

the cursor to a desired icon, has to be understood by the user when learning the 

use of the input device; they must learn the correlation of the movement on-

screen and the real-world movement of the mouse. In comparison, the actions of 

direct input require less or no learning when the user wants to select an icon, as 

the icon is pressed directly. Charness et al. stated that the directness of the 

operation can result in faster operation, accuracy and acquisition interaction with 

the interface (Charness et al. 2004), and while menu selection by users who were 

experienced was faster with indirect devices, a much earlier study stated that 

users who were novices had better results with direct devices (English et al. 

1967). Murata and Iwase (2005) found that when the input device matched the 

task (e.g., a touch screen with big buttons for task selection), it showed faster 

performance compared to a mouse. In addition, age-related differences between 

the elderly and younger users were minimized (Murata & Iwase 2005). This 

notion supports the findings of Rogers et al., that a mismatch of the device and 

input requirements is affected by age (Rogers & Czaja 2004), and that indirect 

manipulation devices are cognitively challenging for the elderly (Charness et al. 

2004). Such difficulties could be minimized by a proper matching of the task, 

device and input. 

 

Fig. 9. Left: Indirect input tool, a mouse vs. Right: a direct input tool, a touch screen. 

Touch-screen interfaces that use direct input are most commonly used on mobile 

phones and tablet devices (see Figure 9, on right). A study by McLaughlin et al. 

stated that there was a higher demand for concentration by the elderly when the 

task and the device were mismatched, compared to the experience of younger 

users in the same study (McLaughlin et al. 2009). This suggests that the elderly 
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need a device matching their input requirements. A single-purpose system like an 

ATM focuses on offering simple bank services to the user, and as such, the UI is 

designed to take into account only the features and functionality necessary to 

successfully carry out these specific transactions. The available buttons and the 

screen are limited in scope to allow the user to focus only on the task at hand. On 

the other hand, a smartphone with a touch screen takes into account multiple ways 

of user interaction, for example, making a phone call or texting, reading web 

pages or listening to music, limited only by the possibilities of a touch interface. 

The design of these functions has to be unified within the system that offers them, 

so that the user does not get confused by constantly changing methods of 

interaction. Based on previous research, the problems of the elderly with 

technology and related UI interaction techniques and the reasons for these 

problems can be generalized as follows: 

1. Lack of knowledge: The use metaphors of new UIs are less known among the 

elderly, making learning new systems difficult (compared to the experience of 

younger generations). 

2. Difficulty in learning: Indirect manipulation is cognitively challenging, as it 

requires more processing. 

3. Motor skill limitations: Movements become less precise with old age. 

4. Eyesight limitations: As eyesight worsens, smaller screens become difficult to 

read, so in turn, smaller screens become harder to manipulate. 

Discussion of interaction methods presents possible solutions for these 

problems, which are generalized from the works discussed above, as follows: 

1. Direct manipulation requires less learning for the elderly. 

2. Direct manipulation results in faster and more accurate target acquisition. 

3. Input devices need to match the task to reduce performance differences 

between younger and older users. 

4. Screen size is important, as larger screens and icons reduce input errors and 

enhance readability. 

Generally, direct interaction methods are seen as more suitable for novice users as 

well as for elderly users, as both groups need simple approaches in system design. 
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3.4 Augmented Reality (AR) 

AR is a well-known area of research where the real world is augmented or, in 

other words, overlaid with virtual objects or elements using computer graphics. 

The principle definition of AR is that the real world must be tracked in real time 

so that the virtual elements can be displayed reliably and correctly on top of it 

(Azuma 1997). Many AR solutions use a camera to track the real world, while the 

devices used to display the virtual objects can vary from handheld mobile phones 

and tablets to head-mounted displays (HMD) and projectors that are wearable or 

fixed in a location. Each device offers different advantages with respect to 

immersion or interaction capabilities. Using the real world as the prominent 

background element makes AR different from virtual reality (VR), where the user 

is totally immersed in a fully computer-generated world. Milgram and Kishino 

(1994) presented a framework to define the areas between real and virtual worlds 

as a graph, shown in Figure 10. 

 

Fig. 10. Virtual reality (VR) continuum. 

This definition shows the real environment as the one we live in, which can then 

be enhanced by overlaying it with computer graphics, thus creating AR. 

Augmented Virtuality (AV) reverses this by incorporating real-world elements 

into a virtual world. A virtual world where everything is computer-generated is 

VR. The solution presented in this work can be labelled as AR due to its mixing 

of computer graphics with the real world, calculated in real time using a projector 

and a camera.  

3.4.1 Projection and camera systems 

To realize an AR system, ProCam systems are a common approach as they are 

readily available. A projector can be a fixed installation or can be wearable, 

depending on the mobility requirements of the intended solution. Many of the 
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wearable types of solutions use a pico-projector, a tiny projector comparable in 

size to a small mobile phone. Compared to HMDs or mobile devices, projection 

has the advantage of producing a larger screen space for the user to view and 

manipulate. Offering a projected-onto solution instead of a see-through solution, a 

display associates the projection clearly with the environment and its objects. It 

also does not block the user’s view, as the projection is displayed into the 

environment; compare this to HMDs, where the view is in front of the eyes and 

needs to take into account that the real-world elements are not accidentally 

blocked. Table 2 presents studies intended for CLUs, where the technology is 

wearable or handheld in nature. The focus is more on general interaction research 

on AR and how the UIs can be manipulated using a ProCam type of approach. 

Table 2. Studies on wearable AR systems for computer literate users. 

No. Year-Title Generic/App Platform Interaction 

1 Choi & Kim (2013): Usability of one-

handed interaction methods for handheld 

projection-based AR  

General: Menu selection and 

interaction 

 

ProCam, 

mobile 

phone 

Indirect and 

Direct  

 

2 Beardsley et al.(2005): Interaction 

Using a Handheld Projector  

General: Augment real world ProCam Indirect 

3 Harrison et al. (2011): OmniTouch: 

Wearable Multitouch Interaction 

Everywhere  

General: Interaction and display 

research 

ProCam Direct 

4 Mistry et al. (2009): WUW - wear Ur 

world: a wearable gestural interface 

General: Interaction research ProCam Indirect and 

Direct 

5 Tomitsch et al. (2012): Designing for 

Mobile Interaction with Augmented 

Objects  

General: Interaction research ProCam Indirect 

Paper 1 in Table 2 (Choi & Kim 2013) aimed to go beyond the assumption that 

ProCam AR does not have mature usability or interaction methods. The study 

incorporated four different methods usable with a single hand that also take 

advantage of a mobile phone touch screen. The proposed method used a pico-

projector image on the wall as seen in Figure 11. Pressing the touch screen on the 

phone enables the selection of an icon in the first method. The second method 

uses a virtual cursor, shown on the projected surface, which is used to select an 

icon and which can be classified as indirect action.  
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Fig. 11. Choi & Kim (2013) proposed method for interacting from afar. Used with 

permission from © 2013 IEEE. 

The first method forces the user to look at the mobile phone in his or her hand 

when making a selection, which takes the focus away from the projected screen, a 

disadvantage of the method. Even though the user interacts with the phone in a 

direct interaction method, the advantage of a big projection is minimized when 

the user has to look at the phone and cannot manipulate the larger icons made 

possible by the projection. Thus, this method is a sort of hybrid direct-indirect 

method. Using the cursor manipulation approach on the projection lets the user 

focus on the projected image, but it relies on a mouse-like approach to interaction, 

which is not desirable for the elderly. The advantage, however, is that the system 

can offer haptic vibration feedback from the phone when performing a selection, 

which a projection does not offer. Both methods also have the advantage of 

enabling the user to do a selection no matter how far they are from the projected 

screen, as the input control is in their hands. 

Paper 2 in Table 2 (Beardsley et al. 2005) also focused on solving the 

interaction problem by using handheld projectors. The smaller size of such a 

device allows users to move away from fixed installations, but the moving 

projection presents limitations for manipulation. A solution like a mouse-cursor 

was presented, which is usable with a single hand. The selection is made by 

pressing the handheld device. Interaction is reversed, in that the cursor is static in 

the centre of the screen, and the user moves the projected screen around. The 

solution has not been quantitatively tested, and one clear disadvantage is the 

approach of trying to implement a mouse-like manipulation into an AR 

environment, which demands more suitable and novel options. As well, the 

solution is an indirect manipulation method, which has been shown to be difficult 

for novice and elderly users.  

Paper 3 in Table 2 (Harrison et al. 2011) presented OmniTouch, a shoulder-

worn and depth-sensing projection system that can display images on the user’s 
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hands and legs or on different surfaces like a wall or a hand-held paper. The 

system tracks the user’s hand and tries to stabilize the projection. This system 

seems fairly robust, but it is not yet prefect. The interaction method gains an 

advantage from the depth-sensing camera, which enables more versatile 

interaction as the user can use a hover-over or physical “click” on the projection 

surface. It also has finger tracking for multi-touch capability and can distinguish a 

planar surface, such as a wall, from an organic hand surface as seen in Figure 12. 

This can be used to offer the needed UI design for proper surface detection. 

However, the surface recognition is not robust yet and needs more research. 

 

Fig. 12. Left: shoulder-worn ProCam with depth sensor; right: finger and paper 

tracking with OmniTouch (Harrison et al. 2011). Used with permission from © 2011 

ACM. 

The system offers an interesting approach to wearable technology, but may not be 

suitable for elderly use, as the tests thus far have been done with CLUs 

experienced with touch-screen devices. Future work is aimed at creating more 

complex interaction implementation, and a large system worn on a shoulder is not 

currently feasible for the elderly. 

Paper 4 in Table 2 (Mistry et al. 2009) proposed an implementation of earlier 

research work similar to that done by OmniTouch. This work differs in that it uses 

markers on fingers to track the user’s hand movements. The research also focused 

on gestures in the air that the user must learn to be able to use the system, but the 

system can also offer direct manipulation possibilities. The air-drawn gestures 

complicate usage for new users, especially the elderly, and thus far, the use of 

markers for detection is not a feasible solution for an elderly user at home. 

However, like OmniTouch, the system has the advantage of overlaying 

information on objects such as a newspaper, a wall or other physical objects, 

which would be beneficial for pointing out items of interest to the user. 
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Paper 5 in Table 2 (Tomitsch et al. 2012) presented AR work that augments 

information related to physical objects in the environment using a handheld pico-

projector. However, for testing purposes, the handheld device was simulated, and 

the actual installation was a fixed solution. This allowed the researchers to test 

features without the need to create an often-needed stable projection when using a 

handheld device. Four user interaction methods were presented in the work: a 

physical tap of the device to execute a function, a slide to execute a different 

function, a gesture rotation to move forward in the menu and an alteration of the 

proximity of the device to the projection trigger to move back and forth in the 

menu. All of these methods rely on a single-hand interaction method, but some 

suffer from the same kinds of problems that Paper 1 presented, that is, a 

disconnection between using buttons on the device and focusing on the displayed 

screen. In addition, the rotation and proximity methods do not offer any cause and 

effect to the user of the system, so the controls have to be explained to the user. 

The users were also taught the use of each method beforehand, yet still 

experienced problems in the interaction. Interestingly, the tests produced opinions 

from the users describing some of the methods as fun to use, a feature not often 

tested in elderly interface design methods. 

Table 3 presents work, both tabletop systems and systems based on fixed 

projection types, either used in AR, in AAL or in extending the projection range 

for a fixed installation. Table 3 explains how the approaches differ from wearable 

solutions and how using a direct interaction method could increase the ease of 

use.  

Table 3, Paper 1 (Ju et al. 2001) presented a system intended as an aid in a 

kitchen environment. The system tracks the used objects and ingredients with 

RFID tags and a sensor field while giving feedback through audio and visual 

projections. The preliminary results drawn from following the users cooking 

found that the visual cues were effective. However, the instructions used for 

cooking had multiple steps, which proved problematic, as the users could skip 

whole steps. Inserting a single instruction per guiding page might lead to a 

reduction in errors. Though untested, this might be a feasible system for the 

elderly. 
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Table 3. Examples of fixed AR and tabletop system for computer literate users. 

No Author-Year-Title Generic/App Platform Interaction 

1 Ju et al. (2001): CounterActive: An 

Interactive Cookbook for the Kitchen 

Counter  

Application: 

Cooking aid 

AAL, 

multimodal 

Direct interaction with step-

specific touch area 

2 (Heidrich et al. (2013): Device-Free 

Interaction in Smart Domestic 

Environments  

Generic: Smart-

home management 

ProCam Direct interaction 

 

3 Lin & Lin (2013): Projection-based 

User Interface for Smart-home 

Environments  

Generic: Home 

control 

ProCam Direct interaction 

 

4 Pinhanez (2001): The Everywhere 

Displays Projector: A Device to 

Create Ubiquitous Graphical 

Interfaces 

Generic: Display on 

surfaces 

Projector No interaction 

5 Benko et al. (2012): MirageTable: 

Freehand Interaction on a Projected 

Augmented Reality Tabletop 

General: Interface ProCam Direct interaction 

 

6 Molyneaux & Gellersen (2009): 

Projected Interfaces: Enabling 

Serendipitous Interaction with Smart 

Tangible Objects  

General: Interaction 

research 

ProCam, 

tangible 

objects 

Direct interaction with a 

camera; indirect interaction 

with the objects 

Table 3, Paper 2 (Heidrich et al. 2013) presented a ProCam system that controls 

smart-home features through gesture controls for a menu displayed on the table. 

Gestures are explained as a trade-off between learnability and robust recognition 

of the hand. This suggests that technology limitations affect the design of a more 

suitable interaction method. The findings also showed that users tried to press the 

icons instinctively instead of using the “pull-down an icon to select it” method 

proposed by the users. The system was also deemed “fun” by the test users, which 

increased its desirability. One factor of note from the research was the flexibility 

of the tabletop UI system. It should work on any surface of the home, so users can 

use it anytime and anywhere. Otherwise, the system is too limited for elderly 

users. 
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Fig. 13. Projection-Camera proposed by Lin & Lin (2013). Used with permission from © 

2013 IEEE. 

Table 3, Paper 3 (Lin & Lin 2013) presented a similar kind of solution to that of 

Heidrich et al. (2013) for creating a ProCam-based smart home without the need 

for carried or worn equipment. The paper also recognized that regular mouse- and 

keyboard-type methods are not adequate for a ProCam system and, instead, it 

presented a method where the camera tracks the user’s hand and fingertips to 

enable a more natural touch-based method. In addition, Lin & Lin (2013) 

wirelessly connected separate devices to the system, so that the ProCam system 

could control these devices. Selecting a menu icon in the system is based on 

fingertip hover time on top of the icon, as there is no depth information available 

due to the use of a regular camera. The proposed system uses a numeric keypad-

style interface much like a television remote control for testing purposes. This UI 

might present an accidental selection issue, as the icon layout is not changed to 

suit the hover-based method (see Figure 13). 

Table 3, Paper 4 (Pinhanez 2001) talked about the widely known fixed-

installation issue related to projectors. Since the displayed image generally cannot 

be moved once installed, the paper proposes an everywhere display that takes 

advantage of a rotating mirror to enable projection to other surfaces from a fixed-

installation projector. The solution is simple and cheap to produce, and it 

enhances the current methods of fixed projectors. An additional camera would 

enable device-free and touch-based interaction using the system. 

Table 3, Paper 5 (Benko et al. 2012) presented an AR system using 3D 

projection with the help of special glasses and a depth sensor to track the user as 

well as the objects on the table. The objects can also be 3D captured into the 

system and used as virtual representations. The system uses freehand interaction 

and head tracking to know where the user is looking. The interaction is meant to 
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offer the user a chance to manipulate virtual objects, but it does not have a UI yet. 

The thing of note in this research is the ability of the system to scan objects and 

create a virtual representation of them for later use. This feature could be usable 

for the elderly, as it could track personal possessions or needed items related to a 

task such as cooking. 

Table 3, Paper 6 (Molyneaux & Gellersen 2009) discussed how to create the 

architecture of a system that has a tangible UI, using a ProCam approach. A 

tangible UI extends a normal ProCam approach with detected smart objects, 

which are used to control or manipulate the system. In the paper, the method uses 

direct interaction, where the user has an interface directly created on the smart 

objects. As an alternative, the paper discusses indirect interaction created from the 

proximity of two smart objects affecting each other, which would enable more 

features for the used objects. Projections on top of the objects can change 

depending on the detected shape of the object, such as a book being open or 

closed; this was demonstrated with a photo album in the research. The system 

shows potential for elderly use, as the object manipulation and recognition would 

enable precise assistance based on the objects on the user’s table. The paper 

argued that projection next to the object would be confusing to the user and would 

break the association between the projection and the objects, so the authors 

focused only on using projections on the objects. 

3.4.2 AR for the elderly 

Studies on AR systems designed for the elderly are very rare; most studies focus 

on systems designed for a computer-literate population. Similarly, systems using 

projectors in combination with a camera have not been extensively studied as 

technology for the elderly. However, AR, with its ability to display additional 

information in an environment and detect inputs, could offer novel ways to assist 

an elderly user.  
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Table 4. Examples of dementia- and elderly-focused AR solutions. 

No Title Generic/App  Fixed/Wear Platform Interaction User 

1 Olivier et al. (2009): 

Ambient Kitchen: designing 

situated services using a 

high fidelity prototyping 

environment  

Application: 

Kitchen 

assistance 

Fixed AAL: Sensors, 

projectors and 

cameras 

No. 

Prompting 

and sensing 

Dementia 

2 Hoey et al. (2010): 

Automated handwashing 

assistance for persons with 

dementia using video and a 

partially observable Markov 

decision process 

Application: 

Hand washing 

aid 

Fixed AAL: Camera, 

LCD display 

for prompting, 

audio 

 

No. 

Prompting or 

automated 

audio guide  

 

Dementia 

3 Ceccacci et al. (2012): User 

Centered Approach for 

Home Environment 

Designing  

Application: 

Home design 

tool 

Wearable AR:  

IR-Camera, 

AR glasses 

Direct 

interaction 

 

Elderly 

4 Kurz et al. (2014): Towards 

Mobile Augmented Reality 

for the elderly 

General: AR 

handling test 

Wearable AR: Tablet, 

HMD 

Prompting 

only 

 

Elderly 

5 Piper et al. (2010): Exploring 

the Accessibility and Appeal 

of Surface Computing for 

Older Adult Health Care 

Support 

General: 

Touch 

interaction 

tests 

Fixed AAL: Tabletop 

device 

Direct 

interaction 

Elderly 

Table 4 presents two types of systems for the elderly, fixed and wearable 

installations, some with AR. Two use a fixed-installation type to assist people 

with dementia, and two use wearable and handheld systems designed for or tested 

with elderly people without dementia. Notably, the dementia systems and one of 

the elderly-focused systems only prompt the users with instructions, with no 

interaction capabilities. The home design system and the tabletop touch-screen 

system for the elderly both have direct interaction capabilities.  

Findings and discussion in Paper 1 in Table 4 (Olivier et al. 2009) presented a 

general smart-home environment test bed for elderly use incorporating various 

sensors and cameras, and the paper talked about the positive effects of ubiquitous 

computing for dementia in the near future. However, the current level of 

automation and technology is not yet sufficient. Prompting systems are 

considered valuable as well as the customization of features to each user’s needs. 
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The weakness of the smart-home idea is that it has not been tested and is only 

proposed for future work so far. 

Paper 2 in Table 4 (Hoey et al. 2010) presented work aimed at assisting users 

with dementia to wash their hands using automated assistance. Tests showed that 

guiding the users with visual and audio prompts was a successful approach, but as 

an improvement point for future work, the researchers agreed that adapting to the 

situation and user needs is required to offer proper assistance when dementia 

symptoms progress, and the assistance needs to change. An additional point was 

the need for less invasive sensors for collecting the data to create the automated 

aid steps. The issues of privacy and adaptability are also reflected in Chapter 2, as 

elderly technology design requirements. 

Paper 3 in Table 4 (Ceccacci et al. 2012) studied the use of AR and VR as 

tools in designing and prototyping a home environment from an elderly user-

centred design point of view. Tangible AR, where objects can be touched and 

manipulated, was used in combination with AR glasses. Preliminary analysis 

showed that while AR glasses seemed comfortable to the users, the elderly had 

some physical and AR vision difficulties that affected their use. Additionally, the 

UI interaction was problematic due to hand tremors, and manipulating real-world 

objects for AR viewpoint registration seemed problematic. The virtual objects and 

the real world did not correlate, so the elderly had difficulty placing the objects. 

Paper 4 in Table 4 (Kurz et al. 2014) evaluated the comfort of AR on a tablet 

device and HMD. The results showed that tablet devices were difficult to handle 

for long periods of time due to weight and grip issues, while HMDs seemed more 

suitable for the elderly. As these kinds of assistive systems are scarce, research on 

more elderly-focused AR systems is clearly needed. 

Paper 5 in Table 4 (Piper et al. 2010) examined the possibilities of using 

surface computing in health-care support for the elderly and used a device with 

multi-touch gestures. The research took into account that many elderly people 

have motor skill and cognitive limitations due to MCI in their system design. 

Thus, the system was required to be comfortable and quick to learn. Vision-

related issues were also covered as part of the colour, contrast and size element 

discussion. Results in the paper showed that the elderly managed to independently 

learn to perform with the touch-based device. The elderly were slower in 

performance than the young adults were, and they needed hints to perform some 

functions such as resizing an image. Younger adults also experimented with the 

UI features and gestures to reach their end goals, while the elderly did not 

experiment unless told to try something new. Touch interaction was deemed a 
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manageable and preferred method for the elderly and was also described as fun. 

Recommendations from the findings are to provide cues on how to interact, slow 

down the interaction and take into account motor skill problems by avoiding the 

fine detection of hand movement. In motor skill cases, multi-touch interaction 

should be avoided, and instead, using physical devices is recommended. The 

disadvantage of a fixed-screen device is obvious, as the screen cannot 

dynamically adapt to changing situations. The current system cannot detect 

anything around the environment, as there is no camera, but even if there were 

one, the output is still tied to a single location. However, the interaction points 

presented could be used in a projection-based system design if they were slightly 

adjusted. These kinds of approaches can be applied to AAL research to support 

elderly-focused designs by taking advantage of the existing research and 

implementing the approaches to new system designs that do not have an existing 

robust approach. As such, they would add to the existing knowledge base. Thus, 

there is a possibility to create knowledge in which new methods can reuse the 

existing approaches with limitations.  

 

Fig. 14. Illustration of the research gap on usability between the elderly and computer-

literate users (CLUs) 

Figure 14 shows the current gap in elderly and technology research. Among 

existing elderly users, some can be considered CLUs, but that group is still fairly 

small, as a move to technology happens slowly over time. There are existing aid 

devices designed for the elderly, and within that area, there are assistive devices 

that take advantage of technology as one approach to support. Usability research 
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in the figure shows that often the focus is on CLUs, the digital natives of today, 

and is less on the elderly, even though assistive devices require more research, as 

they are meant to support health care. AR and projection systems are fairly new, 

and thus far, the solutions are general purpose but are sometimes used in AAL 

research for the elderly. However, the usability and suitability of AR and 

projection systems for the elderly are, thus far, not well researched; this is 

represented by the black dot in the figure. Taking advantage of what AR could 

bring to an elderly person’s daily life, in the form of enhancing communication 

and supporting life management should be a target for more usability researchers.  
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4 Research methodology 

Starting research on this topic requires a definition of the methodologies used to 

answer the research questions identified in Chapter 1. The work presented in this 

paper is based on the main research question and the sub-questions. Several 

information science methodologies were considered. Due to the nature of the 

technology being presented for elderly use, which involves the behavioural 

inspection of the users as well as the need to create information system solutions, 

Design Science was chosen as a suitable research method. Design Science offers 

guidelines and research cycles, which this study is based on to create an 

instantiation in the form of a system. In addition to the Design Science method, 

thorough definitions of ageing and dementia-related illnesses are presented and 

discussed in detail.  

4.1 Design Science 

Design Science research is a methodology designed for the information systems 

discipline with the purpose of creating new and novel artefacts from an 

engineering point of view. It differs from basic behavioural science by adding a 

novel information system artefact layer on top. This is the differentiating 

characterization presented by Hevner et al. (2004), where research in information 

science is divided into two paradigms: behavioural science and Design Science.  

Table 5. Design-Science Research guidelines (Hevner et al. 2004). 

Guidelines 1–7 Description 

1. Design as an artefact The research has to produce an artefact in the form of a construct, a 

model, a method or an instantiation. 

2. Problem relevance The goal of Design Science is to create a technological solution relevant 

to important business problems. 

3. Design evaluation The artefact has to be rigorously tested for its utility, quality and efficacy 

attributes with properly designed and executed evaluation methods. 

4. Research contributions The contributions provided should be clean and verifiable in the areas of 

the design’s artefact, foundations and/or methodologies. 

5. Research rigour Design Science research uses rigorous methods when constructing and 

evaluating the design artefact. 

6. Design as a search process All available tools and methods have to be used to find the solution to a 

given problem. 

7. Communication of research The results of the research should be communicated well to both 

technology-oriented as well as management-oriented audiences. 
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Behavioural science produces and verifies principal laws and theories based on 

human and organizational behaviour. Design Science focuses more on the 

technical aspects of creating a solution as an artefact for a particular problem. To 

support this creation process in a study, guidelines are presented to produce valid 

artefacts for the Design Science research methodology. These seven basic 

guidelines by Hevner et al. (2004) can be seen in Table 5. Additionally, these 

seven guidelines can be explained in more detail by joining them with the 

research cycles of Design Science. Section 4.2 explains the relation of the 

different parts and cycles by using a checklist format presented by Hevner et al. 

(2014) 

4.2 Research cycles 

Fig. 15. Reproduced from Hevner’s (2007) paper on Design Science research cycles. 

The design research cycle in Figure 15 is based on Hevner’s (2007) illustration; it 

is a combination of an information system’s (IS) research framework and three 

overlying research cycles. The starting point of the research in the diagram is the 

relevance cycle, where the application domain defines the initial research area, 

participants, problem points and research questions. In this study, the domain 

consists of the elderly users and the related assistive devices they use in a home 

environment. In addition, the environment on which the research is focused 

gathers the problems and opportunities relevant to the application environment 

and creates the requirements for the research. In this study, the opportunity and 
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the research question in general become about researching, specifically, how the 

elderly can benefit from the use of projective technology in their home 

environment. 

The relevance cycle focuses on the research environment from which the 

requirements produced are designed and constructed as design artefacts and 

processes in the Design Science research main design cycle. The build design 

artefacts answer what the actual artefact is and how the artefact is presented, and 

the process part answers what design process is used to build them.  

The next step of the process is to test the rigour by comparing the design to the 

existing knowledge base and by finding relevant theories that support the work. 

When the rigour has been checked, the design artefacts and processes themselves 

are evaluated by looking into iterations of the design and how they are improved. 

Artefact iterations are then applied to the application domain and are tested with 

proper metrics that aim to explain the improvements made. From the testing, new 

additions to the knowledge base are created in research articles, new theories or 

method formats. The Design Science cycle’s final step is to evaluate whether the 

research question has been sufficiently answered. Artefacts created in this 

research are done in an iterative fashion to improve and implement the changes 

necessary. As the system design focus changed during the process, Chapters 5 and 

6 will discuss in detail how the process of creating a wearable system design 

changed it into a fixed system design, with similar changes to the UI. The 

evaluation of the system involves observation as well as evaluation, based on the 

use of the system tests and controlled experiments. 

4.3 Addressing the research problem 

As described in the related works section of this thesis, AAL systems aim to assist 

the elderly with automatic and ubiquitous technologies not requiring any human-

computer interaction capabilities. As the need to communicate and manage daily 

activities with the use of technology increases, there is a certain need to assist the 

elderly in coping with this change in society. Automatic and context-sensitive 

systems can offer assistance, but when there is a need to use a device for a 

specific task such as calling a specific person, interaction is required. Thus, the 

research in this work focuses on helping the elderly to access technology and 

assisting in their using new and changing interfaces efficiently. Figure 16 shows 

how the research iterations are connected to the Design Science method, as an 
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example of the first iteration. Numerated circles in the figure are explained as 

follows: 

1. In phase 1, a look at the existing research was conducted to identify the 

theories in elderly-focused research. 

2. During phase 2, the environment of the elderly (where the technology should 

be situated) was scrutinized to create the knowledge base for the 

requirements and to find out which situations needed assistance. Dementia 

presents very specific needs, so an initial gathering of those requirements was 

done. 

3. Phase 3 focused on building the artefacts used in the research, which were 

initially for a wearable ProCam system. 

4. Phase 4 implemented the system in user tests, which were conducted with the 

elderly in a care home setting. 

5. After testing, the artefact (in this case, a wearable system for assisting the 

elderly with a tapping interface) was evaluated in phase 5. 

6. The evaluation presented findings from the research, which could be added to 

the knowledge base. In this work, there were also some problems that could 

be added to the experience pool, and the ProCam experiences were additions 

to the knowledge pool of elderly design theories in phase 6. 

Fig. 16. Our research in relation to Design Science research cycles. 

This first iteration round, in papers I and II, focused on creating a wearable 

system ProCam system, which was evaluated for its practical uses for the elderly. 

At the evaluation phase 5, we noticed that the technical design of the system 
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might not be enough for proper UI testing, so an additional iteration round was 

used to create new design concepts. The findings from the evaluation were added 

to the existing knowledge base as guidelines for creating wearable devices for the 

elderly as well as additional guidelines for designing elderly technologies, which 

we presented in paper III. We re-evaluated the existing problems of the elderly 

and re-evaluated their environment when creating a fixed ProCam system in 

papers IV and V. This iteration round focused more on the usability and UI 

creation for tabletop projection purposes. Motor skill and readability problems 

found in the wearable iteration round were taken into account in this round. 

During user testing and evaluation of the system, a third iteration occurred to 

improve the interaction methods, as the proposed methods were not suitable, 

discussed in paper V.  

4.3.1 Problem relevance and user requirements 

Chapter 3 discussed the physical or cognitive problems ageing presents and the 

difficulties faced by the elderly of today in using technology. These areas offer 

general and specific requirements for the design of assistive system artefacts 

based on Design Science research guidelines.  

The elderly are often reluctant to carry or wear assistive devices; this presents 

a problem in designing suitable devices for them. As non-wearable is a 

requirement for the design of an elderly-preferred device, the research proposes a 

home-environment-implemented system. Additionally, both projection- and 

camera-based systems are little researched methods for use in an elderly setting, 

and thus, the user interaction methods and requirements are not clearly known. So 

general font, colour and other general requirements are used as a basis, and other 

requirements for a projection system were gathered through the research work 

done for the system via user studies. 

To understand the problems the elderly have in their daily activities, a 

background literature study was conducted. In addition, a multidisciplinary group 

of researchers including architects and medical field experts shed light on some of 

the findings the elderly face at home and when using technology. 

4.3.2 Constructing the main artefact and sub-artefacts 

To realize the main system concept, the work had to be divided into different 

components required for the design. The components were defined as follows: 
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1. Create a projection system to display information using a single projector or 

multiple projectors. 

2. Create a UI that tracks user inputs and objects using a camera. 

3. One sub-artefact is to create a simple object and interaction definition 

database for easy UI modification. 

4. Another sub-artefact is to create a data-logging module to track user inputs. 

This artefact is for the purpose of evaluating the user interactions in more 

detail.  

4.3.3 Evaluation of the construct and discussion 

This work presents two different systems as the main targets of the UI designs: a 

wearable and a fixed system. As the proposed projection methods have not been 

evaluated with actual elderly users thus far, the knowledge base for them is not 

extensive. Therefore, the comparison to existing systems from the knowledge 

base is done with respect to elderly assistive devices, existing guidelines and 

projection technologies. The evaluation of the construct is done in each step of the 

iteration, so the findings from the user tests can be evaluated against and added to 

the knowledge base. The implementation, results and evaluation are discussed in 

more detail in Chapters 5, 6 and 7, respectively. 
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5 Research design and implementation 

This chapter presents the two main assistive systems, a wearable and a fixed 

projection system, for which the different UIs are designed. The work has been 

done in an iterative way, so this chapter explains the whole process from the first 

conception to the final system. Iterations shown here explain the system design, 

the evaluation of the design and how it affected the next iteration process and 

implementation of the design, in a hierarchical format. The difficult part of 

creating a touch-focused system that could be described as easy for the elderly to 

use is that such a system often requires previous knowledge of this type of 

interaction. As the elderly do not often have extensive experience with 

smartphones, tablets or even computers, the paradigm is complex to construct. 

5.1 Summary of the iterative design process 

The original publications I–V presented as part of this dissertation show the 

evolution of the UI, the system changes related to it and the existing research 

knowledge that is used as the basis for the designs and new iterations. The UI has 

evolved from the initial design in iteration I (shown in papers I and II), to the 

second iteration, where the UI changes more into an icon-based concept (paper 

III) and, lastly, is transformed into a tabletop UI with a focus on interaction and 

selection methods (papers IV and V). The tabletop system was used in most of the 

UI studies. This study will briefly present the related systems that were created by 

other researchers in the same research group as the author of this work, to explain 

the purpose of the intended UI designs. A wearable system called a Picture 

Tapping Surface (PiTaSu; papers I, II and III) is the target platform for the first UI 

designs. A kitchen assistance system (paper IV) is a demonstration of a task 

assistance scenario and the problem points of a system that visually assists 

people. The core of the work in this dissertation is meant to show in detail the 

whole process from the first designs to the final projective tabletop system and 

the UI (paper V). This is done by dissecting the work in detail, from the design 

aspects, to the implementation and testing with end users, to the analysis of the 

collected research data. 
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5.2 Iteration I - First conceptual system design  

As a first step, the initial concept of the system started from a literature review of 

assistive devices and from studying the needs of the elderly in their application 

domain, using the Design Science approach. The needs of the elderly in a home 

environment were used as system design goals. Second, existing assistive 

technologies were used to create the design artefacts. A requirement often 

conveyed by the elderly is that an assistive device should not have to be carried 

around. In the case of memory impairment, there is the possibility of misplacing 

the device. Research suggests that the use of projection technology would be 

beneficial to elderly users, as it can offer larger projected guidance information 

compared to smaller devices such as mobile phones. From this starting point, a 

suitable UI was needed for the system to enable interaction functionalities and to 

support communication. Additional requirements for the design included 

unobtrusiveness, adequate performance and acceptable usability for elderly users. 

A detailed description of the system can be found in paper I. A design-for-all 

philosophy was used to encompass all of the elderly users within the use of a 

single and effective system.  

5.2.1 Conceptual UI design I: Sentence-based UI 

The aim of the first meta-artefact design was to offer a UI that would take into 

account more serious cognitive impairments such as moderate AD, where 

individuals cannot easily learn existing or new UIs anymore. The first conceptual 

design of the UI was based on a path-like structure design of common written 

language using a subject-verb-object format. This design relied on the existing 

knowledge of individuals and their ability to understand written language even 

with more severe cognitive impairment. Speaking, reading and writing are learned 

at an early age and will remain usable by individuals for a long time, even if more 

recently learned skills start to deteriorate. The path-structured sentence UI was 

designed for a wearable projection system, as shown in Figure 17, and was 

divided into two parts: first, providing information to the users via reminders and 

guides, and second, offering interaction capabilities to the users to accomplish 

simple functions such as calling or finding lost items. The path-structured UI was 

designed for the interaction part of the UI, while the reminder part would use a 

more traditional step-by-step instruction layout. A UI description language was 
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used in development to create more abstract UI models that could be modified for 

different UI layouts. 

 

Fig. 17. Sentence-based UI layout concept. Reprinted from paper II. 

In summary, the path structure was seen as having the following advantages for 

people with memory impairment: 

1. Language support. A descriptive full sentence of the UI action would be 

easier for the user to understand. 

2. Feedback support. The user creating the desired UI function, using sentence 

creation by selecting the words from a premade list, would understand at 

which point they were situated in the menu, based on the visual completeness 

of the sentence. Thus, the user would not get confused. 

3. Heuristic support. A general UI design guideline of using text and icons 

would offer a more understandable UI structure. 

4. Contextual and grouping support. Offering contextual information and 

grouping relevant actions together would reduce the information on-screen, 

requiring less cognitive processing. 

The research used the knowledge of how languages are understood as the basic 

principle guiding the initial UI design work. The second approach to the design 

was created from the understanding that the elderly have problems in following 

sequential tasks. Due to cognitive impairment, a process or a task that is 
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interrupted often results in the user forgetting the next step in a task they are 

performing. To support the successful continuation of an interrupted task, the UI 

needs a feedback mechanism to tell the user where they are in the menu structure 

at any given moment. The language structure used in the UI would show each 

step as a feedback item in order to create a full sentence as the final step. By 

looking at the sentence formed from the menu interactions, the user could follow 

where they were at any given moment. The third approach to the design supports 

visual feedback to the user. Studies about UI heuristics state that providing only 

textual information to the user is not enough to create a reasonable affordance for 

a UI. The suggested solution, also added to the UI design of this work, is a 

combination of text and icons. A well-designed icon in combination with 

descriptive textual information offers a better cause and effect correlation than 

using only text or icons.  

 

Fig. 18. Calling a person with the UI; amount of information shown to the user is 

limited. 

A language-based UI would need to be effective for the end user, because it 

creates something that has a huge number of accessible functions in the form of 

sentences. For this reason, the functions in the interface needed to be grouped so 

that a minimum amount of information was offered to the user. Guidelines also 

show that a minimal number of icons should be offered to elderly users. Figure 18 
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shows how the concept UI is divided into separate processes related to each other. 

In addition, the information would be provided based on situational context, to 

keep the user from having too much information on the screen at one time and 

showing only the relevant information. As an example of using the user 

interaction part for calling, a typical sentence would be “I want to call Anna”. 

This sentence can be divided into three parts; “I want”, “to call” and “Anna”. The 

“I want” part indicates system initialization, as the user wants to do something. 

“To call” indicates the action they want to perform, and “Anna” is the intended 

target of the action. The advancement in the UI is displayed on top as a status bar.  

For designing understandable icons and text for a UI in relation to cognitive 

impairment, the initial designs were informed by augmentative and alternative 

communication (AAC). However, as the concept UI ended up using an existing 

language structure, a mix of text and icon methods was needed. Among different 

AAC methods, PECS (Bondy & Frost 1994) offers pictures designed for non-

textual communication. They are designed in such a way that the actions the 

system user wants to perform are effectively expressed with pictures. The PECS 

method also takes advantage of pictures to create sentences to convey the user’s 

message. Because of the similarity of creating sentences, PECS was used as a 

design reference in creating useful icons in addition to using ISO guidelines for 

UI design for the elderly for basic contrast, colour and icon size recommendations 

(Gulliksen & Harker 2004).  

A common problem for cognitively impaired users is the need to have 

reminders of daily tasks, as their memory degrades over time. In addition to 

offering user interaction, a reminder and a guiding system have to be offered to a 

user. In our system, these reminders were designed to work based on AAL 

solutions, where the system works in the background and offers the relevant 

information based on the context. Reminders are either simple to-do lists or 

guided tasks. To-do reminders do not require additional interactions, as they are 

designed to simply propose that the user do a task such as going to a doctor’s 

appointment or watching a television program or to remind the user to carry 

needed items when leaving the house. Guided tasks or reminders are special 

events that require the user to follow step-by-step instructions to complete a task, 

for example, taking medication or cooking.  

Figure 19 demonstrates how a guided task would be presented in a kitchen 

environment or when a user is leaving the apartment, in the form of guiding 

arrows and informative text shown to the user. The guided task could assist the 

user in the cooking process by helping the user to find items and to add 
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ingredients in the correct order. The projection shown in Figure 19, right, could 

remind the user to take necessary items along when leaving home. Task guidance 

and reminders for the elderly would be updated by the family members, trusted 

persons and medical staff to create special events with appropriate details and 

guidance instead of being automatically created. However, this requirement of 

information sharing and updating is not presented in detail in this work and will 

only be discussed briefly in the future work chapter. 

 

Fig. 19. Projected guiding information on different flat surfaces in a home 

environment. 

These additional concepts were created for the system to offer access for 

caretakers and family members using a separate UI, which would enable remote 

assistance features. A UI that can be used by CLUs could disregard the more 

complex requirements of the elderly and offer more powerful tools for the 

assistive people; one example would be a medical doctor being able to add 

appointments for and check the health status of an elderly person. Family 

members could track medication usage, add calendar activities and check the 

consistency of daily schedules. Additionally, a remote connection offers remote 

communication for problematic situations that might arise when automation 

cannot function. A contextual approach for the user’s tasks is considered in the 

design. Any tasks the user can do at home should be divided into blocks that have 

connecting steps or overarching and related tasks. For example, a room in which 

the user is situated or the time of day and the daily schedule can affect what the 
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UI offers to the user. The conceptual system design with the contextual 

information is aimed at reducing the workload of caretakers and family members. 

The additions are divided into separate modules, as shown in Table 6. Dividing 

the UI into modules supports the assisted tasks found in Table 2 (Chapter 3.1), 

where many of the devices were related to communication assistance, caretaker 

support, alarms or scheduling.  

Table 6. UI modularity. 

Module: Task: 

Communication Tools for audio, video and text messaging between external contacts and the 

senior citizen 

Outdoor guidance Provides information to the elderly user of known and unknown routes to 

locations via safe paths 

Home guidance For home-specific tasks, such as cooking, cleaning or other personalized 

tasks that require system intervention or are triggered by the user 

Scheduling Reminders and scheduling of upcoming tasks for the elderly user or external 

members; split between multiple users for data acquisition and entry 

Emergency Handles direct requests from the elderly user, via automation or manual 

trigger; forwards alerts to the appropriate assistive members. 

5.2.2 Wearable assistive system: Picture tapping surface (PiTaSu) 

The first concept of the UI was designed for a wearable assistive system that uses 

a pico-projector, a web camera and an accelerometer. The system was developed 

by researchers at the Nara Institute of Science and Technology and is the technical 

platform intended for the UI presented in this work. Pico-projectors are small in 

size, comparable to existing mobile phones, but they offer a larger projected 

screen compared, for example, to flat panel monitors or other mobile devices. 

HMDs could offer a large view for the users, but they have the disadvantage of 

possibly blocking relevant information from a user’s field of view. The narrow 

field of view and floating virtual objects can also be disorienting for an elderly 

user. A projection displayed on a physical surface does not carry these risks, and 

the physical surfaces and objects can be touched. Interactive systems that use 

projection and a camera for tracking are divided into two types: wearable and 

environmental. The advantage of a wearable system is that because it is situated 

in front of the user, the user’s own body cannot obscure the projection. The design 

presented in this work is a neck-worn type of system. Additional locations for the 

camera can be a wrist or a shoulder. 
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Fig. 20. The wearable projection system PiTaSu prototype (left); illustration (right), of 

PiTaSu with a projector, web camera and an accelerometer worn on the wrist. 

Reprinted from papers II and III. 

The prototype system shown in Figure 20 is called a Picture Tapping Surface 

(PiTaSu) due to the user being able to tap the computer graphics-based icons on a 

physical surface displayed by a projector and detected with a camera. The taps on 

the surface are tracked with an accelerometer worn on the wrist. The UI is 

displayed using a projection in front of the user, and the hand on top of the UI is 

tracked with the camera. In the future, small projectors and cameras will be 

embedded into clothing due to the smaller form factor, and the accelerometer will 

be embedded in a wristwatch because of its small size. The system used in the 

research consists of a mobile pico-projector (3M Micro Professional Projector 

MPro110, SVGA resolution), a web camera (Logitech QuickCam Vision Pro, in 

1280 x 720 pixel mode), a small accelerometer (ATR-Promotions WAA-006, 

3.5 mm x 4 mm) and a notebook-sized computer (Apple MacBook, Intel Core 2 

Duo 2.4 GHz). The total weight of the prototype is about 300 grams, excluding 

the computer.  

The projections are displayed on different surfaces by using and tracking 

separate markers in the user’s home environment. The interaction with the UI is 

detected via a separate method. First, the projection of the image has three distinct 

steps: capturing, image processing and coordinate conversion.  
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1. Capturing: Due to the projector light being displayed on the surface and on 

top of the interaction hand, elimination of the light is accomplished by 

detecting the markers in a near-infrared domain.  

2. Image processing: The markers are analysed and the 3D position is detected 

using ARToolKit algorithms. 

3. Coordinate conversion: Coordinate conversion is used to calculate the 

position and skew of the projection. 

As a final result, the computer graphics image is projected near the desired 

marker location. 

Second, the input action is detected using three steps: tapping classification, 

finger position detection and action validation (from tap and finger position data).  

1. Tap classification: A Fourier transform analysis is done to the accelerometer 

sensor data to determine whether a user action is a tap. A tapping action has a 

high spectrum for detection determined by a certain threshold.  

2. Finger position detection: Using the marker location in combination with a 

hand model, the 2D position of the index fingertip is calculated on top of the 

displayed surface.  

3. Action Validation: The fingertip location on top of the displayed surface icon 

is checked against the accelerometer data that exceeds the set threshold, to 

verify the UI selection.  

Fig. 21. Illustration of the acceleration data from a tap causing a detectable high 

spectrum spike. Reprinted from paper II. 

Figure 21 shows an example of how tapping on a wall surface affects the 

acceleration data as a spike. Figure 22 shows the way in which the camera image 
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is processed to extract the hand outlier image and to determine the tip of the 

finger as the user’s desired icon position, demonstrated as a line ending in a tiny 

circle. 

 

Fig. 22. Processed camera images to extract the hand outlier and to determine 

fingertip position. Reprinted from paper II (Original Publications). 

Figure 22 (upper left) is one of the outlier images. This image has noise from the 

shadow and from defocusing. The latter effect is caused when the projector is out 

of focus. The shadow noise is caused from the user hand shadow and 

environmental shadows. To recognize the hand area, the outlier image is 

processed with a labelling operation. Figure 22 (upper right) shows the result of 

this labelling operation. When it is assumed that an input action must enter the 

projection area, we can define that the hand area has a captured-image edge. 

Therefore, an area that does not have that edge can be considered as noise. In 

addition, the largest area that has the captured-image edge is recognized as the 

hand area. To detect the fingertip, the recognized hand area is processed with edge 

detection. The distance from the image screen edge is calculated along the hand 

area outline, as shown in Figure 22 (lower left). The furthest point on the outline 

is estimated as the fingertip direction, as shown in Figure 22 (lower right). 

Finally, that same point is defined as the fingertip position.  

The PiTaSu system was then tested with the elderly in a nursing home in 

Finland and was evaluated for its usefulness in that environment. The first test 

focused on technical aspects such as projection quality, size, tapping algorithm 

and the usability of the prototype. In this case, the users were elderly residents of 

a care home who did not have dementia-related diseases. Test systems with users 
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who have AD need to be robust and reliable enough that the user does not get 

anxiety attacks or get frustrated with the test situation. For this reason, the testing 

of the initial technical aspects of a new and novel system first needs to be done 

with normal users. In addition to testing PiTaSu, some additional test information 

was gathered with the accelerometers on both wrists of an elderly person to 

determine whether they could be used to automatically detect what the user was 

doing, based on location sensor data showing where the user was situated in the 

nursing home. These preliminary results showed that reliably is low when 

tracking a task in problematic situations only using accelerometers, so a remote 

assistance scenario seemed a more suitable approach for future research. A more 

detailed description of the PiTaSu system tests can be found in paper I, and of the 

accelerometer and location sensor test, a description can be found in paper II. As a 

summary of the tests, our findings showed the following:  

1. Remote assistance might be more helpful than automated process recognition.  

2. A wearable projector has limited use for the elderly because of the small 

projection size on surfaces within hands’ reach. 

3. A tapping interaction with the current solution is inconvenient and may have 

significant trade-offs regarding recognition reliability and comfort of use. 

4. Low brightness and image stabilization issues limit the use of current pico-

projectors. 

In summary, we designed a UI as a sentence-based structure for a wearable 

system based on requirements gathered with respect to problems the elderly have 

in daily activities at home. A wearable system was chosen due to its light weight 

and its ability to project large images compared to other portable devices such as 

a mobile phone or a tablet device. We assume that the technology will become 

more suitable in the future to better suit portability and elderly users’ strict 

requirements. The UI design approach focused on taking advantage of the fact 

that elderly with dementia are still able to understand written language; therefore, 

it was if the system used a similar language-based UI. A minimal amount of UI 

information would be shown, based on the contextual situation determined by 

environmental sensors. The system and the ability to automatically offer 

contextual information were tested in a nursing home in Finland, which produced 

data showing that the rigour of the system was not sufficient. Chapter 5.3 will 

discuss the changes made to the design as iteration II. 
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5.3 Iteration II - Conceptual UI design II: Icon-based UI  

The proposed sentence-based UI was evaluated for its rigour and its fit with the user 

requirements. The user tests showed that a portable device had difficulties in UI 

interaction that were related to the technical limitations. The small-scale conducted 

test limited the amount of gathered knowledge, so as an additional step, the research 

moved to a greater focus on creating a more extensive requirements guideline for the 

elderly system design. This was done by returning to the relevance and rigour cycles 

of Design Science and looking at the environments in which the elderly live, 

gathering knowledge on the problems they have in their homes due to memory 

impairment and discerning the challenges posed for an assistive system design. More 

detailed information for this iteration can be found in paper III. 

First, the amount of memory impairment allowed for the included users was 

reduced to a range between MMSE scores of 30 to 18, so that the assistive 

technology would be more usable. The literature survey on dementia and the use 

of aid devices was also extended. The additional review findings were as follows: 

1. Scheduling: Daily activities should be given reminders and be scheduled for 

the user. The goal is to activate people with dementia. Additional remote 

assistant capabilities for informal and formal caretakers would enable updates 

of the data for the user and updates for caretakers regarding the status of the 

task. Furthermore, the user should be part of the process so that they feel 

involved and competent.  

2. Simplicity: As the disease progresses, learning becomes difficult, so the 

assistive system offered to the user should be as simple as possible. A UI 

should not be too complex to use or learn. Instructions and guides should be 

offered.  

3. Tailoring: Individual users approach and use devices in different ways. 

Tailoring devices or their functions to the user is necessary. A tailored device 

instils trust in the user towards the device. A single device should be able to 

multitask so that there is less need to learn new devices for new tasks.  

4. Reliability: An unreliable device, which does not do as intended or which 

stops working, provokes mistrust from its user. Often in these cases, the 

device will not be used again, and thus cannot offer any assistance. It goes 

without saying that it is essential that the device work. In cases when it fails 

to do so, it should be replaced as soon as possible. Essential data and 

specifications should be backed up so that the process is smooth.  
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5. Support: When the device is taken into use for the first time, the support 

should last from that point until it is removed from use. Necessary 

maintenance should be available and effective for the total duration of use.  

6. Passive: Passive devices are effective, because they require less learning and 

interaction. Because of this advantage, they are easier to use. Implementing 

as much passive functionality as possible should be considered.  

7. Durability or perceived durability: Often, technologies seem as if they might 

be easy to break, which leaves them unused by the user. If it is demonstrated 

that the device is durable for everyday use, it can create trust towards the 

device. In any case, a device durable enough for misuse should be 

considered. AD can manifest as frustration and agitation, so it should be 

expected that a user may mishandle a device when they are frustrated.  

8. Being like the rest: The experience of wearing an assistive device is often 

perceived as uncomfortable when the device is clearly visible, making users 

feel that they are not like the rest of the population. A device that clearly 

presents to others as an assistive device creates mistrust or a sense of 

unwanted attention. Therefore, technology design should make the device 

look like any normal device or be as hidden as possible. New wearable 

devices are often designed to look like jewellery, which makes it is easier for 

users to accept them.  

Additionally, a fully automated system that can help people with dementia, and 

yet carries no risk that it will function incorrectly, is currently too complex to 

create. So as an alternative solution, a remote assistance feature was considered to 

be more effective and less error-prone. Formal caretakers have more experience 

in the different problems the elderly have, so taking advantage of their existing 

knowledge would be beneficial with a system that can assist at anytime, 

anywhere. 

As a summary, the review showed that devices should have several tailored 

and updateable features as well as features that match the exact needs of memory-

impaired users. An approach where information and communication is shared 

between assistive external users and home users was considered. The goal was to 

figure out how data sharing, updating and communications could be handled 

between the two parties when regular aid functions such as medication intake, 

labels on objects, handwritten reminders and appointments were digitized. 

Instrumental for any digital assistive device that would be taken into use by 

inexperienced users would be the ability to back up and restore functionality, so 
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any problem situations could be handled effectively and quickly without long 

interruptions in the device use scenarios. 

The approach for the UI was changed to be more feature-rich, compared to 

only having a sentence structure. This was done because people with moderate 

dementia have symptoms that are very difficult to take into account in system 

design to ensure that the end product is suitable. The approach for dementia was 

thus scaled back. First, a system should have usability that is sufficient enough for 

an elderly user; then the memory impairment requirements can be extended into 

the design. If the system is robust enough, the research can be extended to cover 

more impairment in the design. The UI, as it was, was deemed to have low 

affordance in its current state with the dementia scale focused more on mild 

dementia users, so the layout of the interface and the usability were 

reconceptualised. Figure 23 shows the alternative UI with the icons spread out on 

a touch interface. The number of icons presented is based on general guidelines 

proposing that elderly users should have few icons so the UI is easier to use.  

 

Fig. 23. The conceptual UI II for a wearable assistive system. Reprinted from paper III. 

Tooltips were added, so that if the user does not know what a specific icon does, 

they receive additional information about the icon by hovering over it. The 

functions are laid around the target in the centre, so the user does not have to 

reach too far to make a selection and so the icons are associated with the centre of 

focus target. The icons have data that is relevant to the centre icon, so they can be 

customized based on the information provided. Informal and formal caretakers 

requested an emergency feature so an icon for that feature was added. Figure 24 
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shows a possible scenario of a reminding system in a bedroom environment that 

does not need interaction functions but which can instruct the user on their daily 

activities and how to accomplish them and scheduling.  

As a summary, the requirements of assistive technology design were re-

examined as a new interface was proposed to incorporate more complex elements 

and as the target group was extended to include users with mild dementia. A 

change in the user focus was made, so the end system would be more robust and 

usable for all elderly users. Focusing on moderate dementia presents difficulties 

in designing for users with normal cognition or mild dementia. 

 

Fig. 24. Reminder and guidance concept in a bedroom environment, displayed on the 

closet surfaces. Reprinted from paper III. 

5.3.1 Kitchen remote assistance with a fixed installation 

This section describes a system designed for a specific assistive task for the 

elderly and the benefits a projection system with remote assistance could bring to 

an elderly user. This part is descriptive to show why remote assistance is an 

important feature of the proposed system for this work. Additional work was 

conducted to find out what kinds of advantages and problems projection systems 

have when remotely assisting in a task with the elderly. Paper VI presented the 

kitchen assistance system developed by researchers at the Nara Institute of 

Science and Technology in more detail. The goal was to test how projections 

could be done on kitchen environment surfaces to enable effective remote 

assistance and how visual prompting could be used to emphasize objects. This 
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approach is meant for people with mild dementia, who often have difficulties in 

following sequential task steps. Thus, a supportive system for these tasks is 

needed. Cooking is one instrumental daily activity that involves several steps to 

be followed, and many elderly users are forced to rely on food delivery when 

their skills deteriorate. For this reason, a system that encourages and activates a 

user to continue living a normal life would be beneficial. Related assistive 

systems for a kitchen often rely on automated assistance, for example, with 

sensors and situational detection methods, but a fully automatic system is 

problematic because of difficulties in computer vision and pattern recognition. 

Due to this, the kitchen assistive system presented here relies more on remote 

assistance from an actual person instead of on an automated system. Systems that 

offer remote assistance have been typically designed for activities other than 

cooking, and they are also commonly designed for computer-literate, not elderly, 

users (Fussell et al. 2003, Hestnes et al. 2001, Kraut et al. 1996, Kurata et al. 

2004, Kuzuoka et al. 1994). 

 

Fig. 25. Camera image for the remote assistive user with coloured visual areas marked 

as usable for visual prompts. Reprinted from paper IV. 

The kitchen assistance system uses a projector (EPSON EMP-73, 1500 Lumens, 

1024 x 768), a camera (Buffalo Kokuyo Supply Inc. BSW13K05HBK, 640 x 480, 

30 fps) and a laptop PC (Intel Core2, 2.66 GHz, 2.94 GB). In order to display visual 

prompts on kitchen surfaces, it is necessary to compute how the prompts are 

distorted in the projected image, and which surfaces are suitable for projections. 

Hence, the system projects a calibration pattern into the kitchen area, after which 
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the surfaces are recognized. A more detailed technical description of how the 

process is calculated and displayed can be read in paper IV. Figure 25 shows the 

sample kitchen after a calibration process has detected the suitable surfaces. The 

coloured surfaces in the photo are meant to show suitable visual guiding prompt 

areas for remote users assisting the elderly in their task. The image also shows the 

full usable size of the projection for the projector used here when it is attached to 

the ceiling. Either a larger area is needed to cover the whole kitchen, or the 

projector position should be movable in the ceiling. For a proof of concept, a 

static position was used. Figure 26 shows how a water jug is highlighted with an 

animated visual prompt to assist the user in a coffee-making process. Using visual 

prompts enables remote pointing to objects, which is better than an over-reliance 

on audio cues. 

 

Fig. 26. An example of an animated visual prompt around a water jug. Reprinted from 

paper IV. 

A small-scale observation was conducted and recorded on video of two elderly 

people with mild dementia (MMSE score 18/30 and 24/30) living in an elderly 

care home in Finland. The goal was to observe how they performed a coffee-

making process in an unknown environment. An unknown environment mimics 

the experience of having problems with memory, where the location of items 

needed for the task is also not known. Additionally, in this observation, the coffee 

process had 11 steps from start to finish. The care home staff assisted the elderly 
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people in the process, and the number of times that assistance was given was 

counted. One user needed guidance five times, and the other user, four.  

Results of the small-scale observation showed that both users needed both 

pointing and verbal guides from the caretakers, which supports the recommended 

use of both visual and audio prompts. Some guides cannot be shown with direct 

prompting by a projector, due to location or object reflection issues, but an 

indirect prompt showing the process, for example, an animation of the process, is 

feasible. As a result, a mixed method with static displays for indirect prompting 

and a projector for direct prompting was proposed. 

5.4 Iteration III - Fixed ProCam system design 

This section explains how the design was changed from a wearable solution to a 

fixed one. In addition, the user studies starting with CLUs as a basis and moving 

on to elderly users are explained through the pilot test and user group comparison, 

using the example of a sequential task test. The structure first presents the 

tabletop system in detail. Next, the user studies are split into several sections: 

pilot tests, selection method, group comparison test and sequential task test. Each 

section explains the aim of the test, the methods used and the results, with an 

additional summary of how they lead up to the next section. A full summary of 

the interconnected structures can be read at the end of the chapter, and additional 

information found for the tests can be read in paper V (Original Publications). 

 

Fig. 27. Data communication of the tabletop system. 
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The PiTaSu wearable projection system had stability and projection issues, which 

affected how interaction functions could be tested. To eliminate the technical 

issues and to focus on how the elderly manipulate a projected UI, the system 

design was changed to a fixed installation. In a fixed projection, the image is 

stable at all times on different flat surfaces, and the projected image can be larger 

compared to that from a wearable device. The tabletop system is limited to the 

home environment of an elderly user due to its fixed indoor nature, but in the 

future, we expect portability to be a feasible option. A fixed projection also has 

the advantage of not needing the user to carry additional devices. Figure 27 shows 

the overall design of the system: the formal caretakers manage and update the 

data remotely for the elderly, who in turn interact with the system using the tools 

provided. The managed data can, for example, be related to appointments or 

medication. Items are tagged with markers that the camera can recognize, and the 

projector displays information to the user in the form of a UI or related 

information for the objects in the environment based on the markers. If necessary, 

the formal caretaker can communicate and guide the user with the system via a 

remote connection if the user needs help in their task. The system does not, and is 

not meant to, track users constantly by invading their privacy. The system is 

meant to offer the services of a caretaker to the elderly remotely if necessary, and 

on location assistance is offered whenever possible. However, this feature is not 

implemented, so the remote connection discussion is limited to the future work 

chapter. 

5.4.1 Tabletop projection system 

This section describes the final tabletop projection system designed based on 

previous observations and technical experiments. Subsequently, this section 

describes several GUI designs for elderly use and how they have evolved over the 

user test results. The tabletop system consists of a camera, a projector and a 

laptop computer, which is a standard implementation for a ProCam system, as 

shown in Figure 28 left. Audio speakers are used to give audio cues as feedback 

to the user when the person interacts with the icons. The tests for the system 

assume the interaction is performed at a dining table, a place used daily. The 

camera and the projector are installed on an upper location close to the ceiling and 

point downwards onto the table surface. The projector creates the graphical 

information on the surface, and the camera detects the location of the target 

objects. These act as triggers to launch system features (for example, a menu card 
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is used for showing a graphical menu), and input tools are then used in the form 

of a ring on the user’s finger, or as an alternative, a paddle detected by the 

camera, as shown in Figure 27 right. The tools are meant to enable two interaction 

concepts, respectively, a finger-operated method (similar to touch-panel-equipped 

devices such as tablets) and a tool-based operation, such as a stylus pen. The 

system uses an Optitrack FLEX:V100 R2 camera (640 x 480, 100 Hz) with a 

filter switch for two alternate modes: an RGB colour mode for calibrating the 

system output correctly with a checkerboard pattern on the table and an infrared 

(IR) mode used for tracking the retro reflective markers. The projector was an 

Epson H431B LCD model (1920 x 1080), and the computer was a Fujitsu-

Siemens 13.3-inch laptop (i3-M380M 2.53 GHz dual core). Additionally, the 

projection method has an advantage when compared to large installed displays. With a 

projection, we can provide easier-to-associate visual information related to real-world 

physical objects located on the table by using AR technology. 

 

Fig. 28. a) Tabletop projection set up in a care home of the elderly; b) An arc-shaped UI 

shown below the trigger card; c-1, -2) interaction tools with retro-reflective material for 

camera detection. 
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This added information is not only for the elderly but also for other people around the 

projection. In contrast, a user with an HMD sees information only visible to them. 

However, it is not certain whether current UI designs and methods are acceptable 

because of the new technology used for the elderly. Hence, we devised several types 

of GUI designs for projection methods. Then, we obtained the key elements through 

user studies with elderly participants interacting with the system. 

The projector-camera system shows projected information at the location 

where the corresponding markers are on a tabletop surface, based on geometrical 

calibration between the camera and projector screens on the table. A 

demonstration of this is the menu card (Figure 28b) that changes the orientation 

of the menu in real time. This is advantageous in a home environment, as the 

elderly user can display the menu in any direction they want. The homography is 

calculated between two-dimensional coordinate systems on the camera and the 

projector screen by limiting the interaction on the tabletop (Figure 28a). The 

calibration can be done instantly by displaying a checkerboard pattern on the table 

surface with the projector and instantly capturing it with the camera in colour 

mode upon program start-up. After calibration, the camera automatically switches 

to infrared mode, and to estimate the coordinates of the trigger card or the input 

paddle, we use an AR marker, a standard marker for ARToolKit, with retro-

reflective material for detection purposes. Using the homography, a graphical 

menu corresponding to the trigger card can be projected onto the exact location 

where the card is in real space and can be updated in real time (Figure 28b). Since 

the paddle location can also be estimated in each frame, the system can also 

handle pointing events with a paddle (Figure 29: a1 and a2).  
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Fig. 29. Binarised images extracted from the IR-camera. 

In order to detect a control ring, we used a different approach, because applying a 

sufficiently sized AR marker to a tiny ring was not feasible. To overcome the 

problem, the ring had retro-reflective material on its surface, which was then 

captured and extracted clearly in the infrared region (Figure 29: b1 and b2). The 

extracted shape of the ring was measured in its eccentricity and ratio between 

width and height of a bounding rectangle along the axis of the orientation. Thus, 

finger tracking can be done when these parameters are decided through several 

experiments. The fingertip position is different from the detected ring, so the tip is 

an estimation that can be adjusted for different users if the finger length varies 

greatly.  

5.4.2 Two pilot studies for the designs 

Layout is one of the important elements when developing a useful interface. Since a 

projection system does not have a clear border, various designs with different sizes or 

shapes for the icons were considered. Shown in Figure 30 are some of the earlier 

designs, such as a) straight alignment and b) arc alignment, which evolved after a few 

iterations. The initial prototype of the system and the related UI design were first 

pilot tested with 20 CLUs with a median age of 25.5 to choose the initial UI 

layout and test the selection method, before trying a more robust design with 

elderly users.  
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Fig. 30. Initial menu layouts: a) line and b) arc, both with a “select and move to 

activation icon” method. (Menu text in Finnish). 

The selection method in the prototype works by first choosing an icon and then 

confirming it by an additional SELECT (VALITSE) icon in the centre of the UI 

(Figure 31). This two-step feature is meant to reduce accidental selections when 

using the UI. The SELECT icon is kept in the centre of the user’s field of view to 

help the user understand the confirmation functionality. Second, the removal of 

tapping detection requires a different approach in designing the selection method. 

To allow the user to hover over the icons without triggering a selection, a 

confirmation requirement was created. The users did two simple tasks without 

any guidance to the use of the system. Not giving guidance was intended to 

roughly simulate a user having memory impairment, as they might not remember 

instructions given to them about the system. The first task was to call an 

imaginary person, and the second task was to use an imaginary “Find keys” 

function of the system.  

The two tasks consisted of 4–6 steps in total. The “making a phone call” task 

included the following steps: 

1. Select Phone 

2. Verify selection 

3. Select the right person 

4. Verify selection 

5. Return to main menu 

6. Verify selection 

The error count, speed, accuracy, questionnaires and interviews regarding layout 

and selection preferences were gathered. The line layout was fastest, but it 

produced more accidental selections, because the icons were situated closer 
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together; due to this disadvantage, users preferred the arc layout. When we 

considered the natural movement of the arm on a table surface, the layout of fanned-

out icons that were easily reachable was chosen as the basic layout for the initial 

projection system.  

 

Fig. 31. Left: Two-step activation method. Right: An elderly user blocks the activation icon 

with their hand. 

A second pilot test was conducted with six elderly participants with a median age of 

90. The additional test was to find any age-related problems related to the system 

design, which the designs might have overlooked, for example, readability or 

interaction method usability. Questionnaires (Appendix 1) measuring user 

interaction satisfaction and post-experiment interviews for overall experience 

were conducted. This study focused on two tasks. The first was to make a 

simulated video call to a caretaker using the provided interaction tools, a ring and 

a paddle. Second, the user repeated the same calling task but was interrupted by 

another task; the user was requested to take their medication. This task was meant 

to produce data on how the elderly person responds if the main task is interrupted 

and whether they are able to recover from the interruption. An interruption often 

leads to the user forgetting the initial task, a common problem for people who 

have memory impairment. In addition to observing the recovery, the test 

measured the usability of an instructed step-by-step medication task. In the test, 

no initial guidance for the UI was given to participants, and the calling task was 

relatively the same as that in the previous pilot test. To interact with the icons, an 

activation button sat at the bottom centre of the UI, as seen in Figure 31. When the 

user selected one of the desired functions from the arc menu, an activation button 

appeared. The desired icon and the activation button were highlighted and connected 
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with an animated arrow between the two to indicate to the user where to move to 

complete their selection. There was a red circle indicating the position of the fingertip 

when using the ring as an input tool. This was used to help the user realize where the 

system thinks their input finger is. 

Testing a UI when the users are elderly usually requires a unique approach as 

the difficulty of a UI is typically measured using Fitts’ Law (Fitts 1954). The 

basic assumption in Fitts’ Law is that the tested users have equivalent cognitive 

and motor skill capabilities. However, in our tests, the elderly users often had 

varying degrees of motor skills limitations and changes in their cognitive 

functions, including memory impairments such as dementia. For this reason the 

basic Fitts’ Law approach could not be used and this was reflected in the test 

analysis. Using only a statistical method is not representative of the target 

population so additional qualitative analysis was described to accommodate the 

elderly approach. A paper by Bakaev (2008) applied Fitts’ Law by taking into 

account the advanced age of the users. In these tests, the elderly performed twice 

as slowly as the younger population, but performed slightly better in accuracy 

measurements than the younger population when the target icon sizes where 

increased. This result is reflected in this dissertation; however, the tests done by 

Bakaev did not take into account the AAMI or MCI difficulties of an elderly user 

so the results are not totally applicable to our system. As a solution, qualitative 

analysis of the user test was done, focusing on individual users, their 

characteristics and problem points and how they affected the use of the UI.  

Observations of individual users  

The following is a summary of the six participants and their experiences with the 

system. Afterwards, we describe the findings based on the users’ experiences. 

1. User 1 was a male with mild to moderate AD with no previous experience on 

smartphones or touch-screen devices. He had a computer at home for writing. He 

had some mild hearing issues and slight arthritis in his hands. 

Analysis: Looking at how he performed with the UI, we noticed that the user 

hovered 5cm over the UI when using the paddle; however, when using the ring, 

he touched the icons. He said that the ring “felt more natural” and that “…a 

separate paddle might get lost”. When presented with a guiding video in the 

main menu, he had problems with it, as he did not understand it was a video. The 

user ended up touching the icons in the video to try to manipulate them. The 
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same kind of confusion was experienced with the pop-up tooltips where the user 

thought he could make a call from a tooltip that stated, “with this you can make a 

call”, as seen in Figure 32.  

 

Fig. 32. User confuses instructional text as a selectable icon. 

This might be a wording or design element problem, or it may be due to the 

user’s inexperience with newer interfaces that have tooltips. When he understood 

the meaning of the tooltips, he read them by pointing at the text line by line. 

During the phone call task, the user assumed calling would still involve inputting 

a number somewhere in the system: he asked, “So how do I input the number 

here?” This is clearly a learned habit from traditional phone call methods. While 

the method in our UI was different from what he was used to, he said that 

choosing numbers might be difficult. He said our system of only choosing a 

person was easier, due to his arthritis problems. The selection method with an 

additional confirmation step was confusing for him, but he used his finger to 

point at the icons instinctively. When the system interrupted the phone call task 

with an alarm to take medication, he still wanted to continue the initial calling 

task and rejected taking medication. 

2. User 2 was an elderly male with mild to moderate AD and no experience with 

smartphones, computers or touch-screen devices. He had had corrective eye 

surgery on his left eye, which resulted in poor eyesight. He had no motor skill 

problems. 

Analysis: The user was initially afraid to move his hand to interact with the menu 

and had to be encouraged to start the test. He was clearly anxious and needed 

encouragement to use the new UI. While his hand with the ring stayed put on the 

table, he used his free hand to check the icons before pressing anything. During 
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the test the user had problems with the two-step selection method and got 

confused with the use context. He clearly wanted a single press of an icon to be 

enough to select a function and kept tapping the same icon repeatedly. The red 

circle indicating the tip of his finger also confused him while he was 

manipulating the menu. First he wondered why it followed his finger. Later, 

when he understood it was a control point, he often hovered over the UI and 

focused on moving the red circle on the table instead of tapping an icon. The user 

did not always have time to read the tooltips properly. This happened when the 

tooltips disappeared just as the user wanted to point at them and read them out 

loud with his input finger. Additionally, the user was more negative towards 

computers and technology in general, but expressed the opinion that family 

members searching online for information and news for him was useful. He 

preferred the ring, as it was “easier to use”. 

3. User 3 was a female with mild to moderate AD. She had no experience with 

smartphones or touch screens. Previous experiences with computers were from 

work with no other personal use cases. She had corrected eyesight with glasses 

and no hearing or motor skill problems. She was missing one index finger from 

her right hand.  

Analysis: The user had confidence issues and disparaged her skills before and 

during the test. This was evident from her saying, “I did this in a stupid way, 

didn’t I?” and “Stupid, idiot, I do not get it.” Despite her self-reproach, 

observations showed that she did not have clear problems interacting with the 

menu. In her case, the calling task was fairly quickly finished compared to other 

users. She seemed to learn the method quickly, challenging her opinion that 

“others are smart, so they learn the use faster”. The confidence issues were 

themselves the main hindrances in her case. She read each icon aloud, including 

the tooltips, so she could understand the functions before selection. The missing 

index finger did not affect the selection. Initially she wanted to use her off hand 

because she was embarrassed to show her hand without the index finger. After 

relaxing and performing the test with the ring in her middle finger, she preferred 

the ring as she felt “it was more natural”. 

4. User 4 was a male using a wheelchair. He had no experience with smartphones, 

computers or touch screens and no memory impairment. He had corrected 

eyesight with glasses and no motor skill problems. 
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Analysis: The user immediately knew to touch the icons with his index finger 

and was not confused by the red circle. The initial method of interaction he chose 

was a single tap to select icons, and when this did not work, he quickly learned 

the two-step selection method. He referred to this learning by saying, “This is 

easy but I need to understand how to play (use) this”. The menu structure 

seemed logical to him as he stated, “We go forward and backwards in the menu 

by pressing the icons like so”. He also demonstrated this to the researcher by 

going back and forth in the menu outside of the given task. His confidence to use 

the UI resulted in him stating that he could teach other elderly people how to use 

it. He also deemed the text sizes proper: “[the icons and texts] are good sized. I 

can see them clearly… if you can’t read this text, then you have a problem 

with your eyes”. The interrupted call task with a medication reminder was 

understandable to him, but the icons in that menu were too close together and too 

small to manipulate so he could not finish it properly. Both the paddle and the 

ring were easy tools for him, but he preferred the ring as it was easy, “felt 

better”, was more practical and would not get lost. 

5. User 5 was a male with mild AD. He had no experience with smartphones, touch 

screens or computers. He had some trouble hearing but did not wear glasses. He 

had some stiffness in his hands, but no severe motor skill problems. 

 

Fig. 33. The user naturally wanted to use a finger to select the icons instead of the paddle 

Analysis: The two-step selection method was clear to the user initially, but after 

watching the user guide video in the menu, this user also thought the video had 

elements that could be selected. This confused the user, as he could not use the 
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selection method inside the video. Then he assumed the earlier learned two-step 

method did not work at all, and he started to try other ways of selecting. 

Eventually, exiting the video led the user to try the selection method again 

successfully. While using the paddle, the user sometimes wanted to interact with 

the menu by using his finger, which indicated the natural desire to tap icons as 

seen in Figure 33. The user hovered over the icons with the paddle and did not 

touch the icons unless he wanted to select one. Hovering seemed to be only for 

checking the icon functions, and the same occurred when the user had a ring.  

6. User 6 was a male with moderate AD. He had no experience with smartphones or 

computers. He had some trouble hearing and had had corrective eye surgery 

limiting his left eyesight and thus the field of view. Otherwise, his eyesight was 

very good. 

Analysis: This user had initial trouble selecting with the ring as he assumed he 

had to touch the table with the ring. The user tried at first to knock on the table 

using an upside down fist with the ring, but eventually, tapping with a single tap 

was the natural assumption for him. However, when he used the paddle, the two-

step selection method was easier for him to understand. Like others, the user read 

the menu functions aloud while occasionally pointing at the text. He also had 

difficulty understanding the selection method and struggled with the use context. 

He needed to be reminded of the task fairly often so that he did not get lost in the 

menus. Frequently, he ignored the paddle and tried to use his finger to select; for 

him, the finger seemed instinctively to be the interaction tool. The user would 

recommend the system for other users with bad eyesight, as he reported that he 

could see the elements and text well. When trying the make a call the user 

inquired, “Where can I input the number?” in the exact same way as user 1. He 

preferred the ring, saying, “[it fits] freely in the finger and does not need 

adjusting”. 

Overall analysis of the findings based on the experiments 

Out of the six users, three had mild to moderate AD, one had moderate AD and 

two had normal cognition for their age. When we look at the effects of AD on the 

tests, the learning ability of a simple interaction method was limited and produced 

problems. The users with moderate AD had significant problems using the 

interface and understanding the test in general. The users with normal cognition 

performed better with the system and could understand and learn the proposed 
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selection method quickly. As a summary, we can say that the users required an 

easier selection method; the tested one was hard to use and produced too many 

mistakes in the selection. Age alone clearly was not an issue, but the method itself 

was not clear enough. The medication task icons were insufficient for all users, as 

even the skilled ones could not perform well with them. The elderly users requested 

more guidance than what we offered in the use of the system, but successful 

interaction varied from person to person. One accommodation would be the system 

reacting more slowly in response to the users’ demonstrated skills. Usually, the 

elderly need a bit more time to perform. Compared to younger users, they would more 

often read the text aloud and point at what they were reading. The traditional method 

of calling with a number input misled some users initially, but all understood the new 

method later on. AD affected the learnability of the UI by slowing down the 

interactions, but tapping as a gesture was natural for all users instinctively. Lack of 

self-confidence or negative attitudes towards technology were only issues within the 

test situation experience, and did not affect the performance of the users. Gender also 

did not seem to play a role in the test performance. All users except one, regardless of 

their physical limitations, deemed icon and text sizes sufficient. This was also evident 

as even people with motor skill problems manipulated the menu well. Some graphic 

elements affected use, for example the red circle often made users hover over the 

table instead of sliding over it. 

Through these user tests, we identified several problems, as seen in Figures 32 

and 33. Figure 31 (right) shows how an elderly user blocked vital projection 

information with their arm. This problem was not present for CLUs who observed the 

table and the UI before and during the UI manipulation. Observations also showed 

that the UI’s input method produced a high number of errors for all participants. 

The selection method concept seemed more difficult for the elderly compared to 

the younger CLUs. The appearance of the activation icon was also timed, so a 

slower elderly user often could not reach it before it disappeared from view. This 

clearly indicated that times should be tweaked for individual users. The sequence 

of selecting and confirming with a separate icon was also unclear for some of the 

users.  

In the second task, where the user was interrupted during menu manipulation, 

the UI was also prone to accidental selections. Only two users managed to 

navigate to the end of the task successfully. Due to constant selection problems, 

the test did not produce enough reliable data regarding the interruption recovery. 

For this reason, the focus was on observing what the problem points were in that 

particular task. The various difficulties were related to the icon sizes and 
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locations, leading to the accidental selection of unintended icons. The interactive 

icons were located in the lower right corner of the screen, which took users’ 

attention away from the instruction screen located in the top centre position, as 

seen in Figure 34. The resulting problem was that the users, while manipulating 

the icons, did not always notice that the instructions had changed for them, and 

they failed to follow the proper steps of the medication task.  

 

Fig. 34. The problematic medication task icon placement and size issues. 

Looking at the questionnaire results (Appendix 4), there was a slight tendency 

towards ease of use for the system, as direct interaction was easy to perform. The 

overall icon design was also logical. Learning was deemed difficult, as the 

selection problems experienced by the users hindered their experience, so users 

did not recommend the system to others for the most part. As a result, the system 

design was re-evaluated to find more suitable input methods for the user 

interaction. The selection method of the overall interface also affected the 

medication task, so an improved layout of its icons and a different selection 

method for this particular task was needed.  

There are many implications of these observations on the use of projection 

technology to assist elderly people. We need to take into account that a borderless 

projection space can be difficult to understand as the elderly might block some icons 

if they do not understand where the projection starts or ends. However, the projection 

itself was not confusing as a concept, as the elderly users treated the table surface 

mostly like a touch-screen device. Using a two-step selection method is not easy for 

most elderly people, as they cannot easily grasp this use metaphor. It was evident that 

most of the elderly users assumed a tap would execute an action. As the current 

implementation did not detect a tap, the selection method should be reconsidered. The 
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screen size of the UI was adequate for all of the users, so a big projection clearly is 

helpful for the elderly. A short summary is as follows: 

– Simple and straightforward methods are effective. 

– Tapping was natural for the users even when they were asked to use other input 

tools. 

– Interaction methods previously learned by the users should be considered; 

however, new interaction methods were not too complex for users, e.g. calling 

with a number pad vs. calling with icons. 

– Elderly users without memory impairment can use more complex approaches. 

– Guidance is always needed, especially when users make a mistake or have 

memory impairment. 

– The speed of the system should be adapted to the users’ skill levels. 

– Elderly users need more time to perform tasks than usually expected by a 

designer. 

– Self-confidence does not seem to influence test performance. 

– The use of a large UI overcame motor skill deficiencies. 

– A borderless UI has the potential to confuse the user in terms of where the 

interaction area starts or ends. 

5.4.3 Interaction method and user group comparison test 

As the previous design created difficulties with icon selection, a new selection 

artefact was created. Figure 35 shows a) the existing two-step method, b) a time-

triggered hover method and c) a slide method. The two-step method affordance 

and icon placement difficulties led to the introduction of two alternative selection 

methods for comparison and testing purposes. In the hover-based method (Figure 

35b), the user hovers over or touches an icon for a predefined length of time, for 

example, 0.5 seconds, to activate a selection. A progress bar above the icon also 

indicates to the user the selection time length. In the slide method (Figure 35c), 

the verification icon “SELECT” appears over the menu icon. When the finger or 

paddle is moved over the “SELECT” icon, the activation is immediate.  

We chose a commonly used hover method as a good candidate for 

comparison studies. The slide method was chosen to reduce the distance users 

need to move their hands. We assumed that this would reduce the number of 

mistakes. Additionally, as field of focus often narrows with old age, placing 

selectable icons where the user is looking was deemed logical. 
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Fig. 35. Three methods used in the comparison tests: a) two-step, b) hover and c) 

slide. 

If the important icons are inserted at the edge of a user’s field of vision, they must 

be indicated clearly. Lastly, pop-up tooltips were added to the system to help the 

elderly understand what each icon means and is used for. However, the hover-

based selection method can only offer limited tooltip functionality, so the test did 

not measure the effects of offering tooltips to the user. Overall changes 

demonstrated with the two-step method can be seen in Figure 36.  

 

Fig. 36. Two-step method as an example of the changes to the UI functionality. 

The study focused on testing the UI selection methods as well as comparing 

computer-literate and elderly users. As a test setup, CLUs were selected randomly 

from university students, with a median age of 26.6. All of them had experience 

with smartphones and computers. The elderly participants were selected based on 

their need for assistance, their MMSE score and their permanent residence in a 

care home (or a minimum stay of six months in care). The median age of the 

elderly users was 89.1. None of the elderly participants had used smartphones 

with a touch screen or any type of tablet device. Only two elderly users had some 

experience with computers, one for work and one for writing at home. Five 
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additional elderly participants willing to be tested had to be excluded due to 

significantly deteriorated physical (eyesight) or cognitive abilities (moderate 

dementia). Before the tests, the system’s main purpose as an assistive tool for the 

elderly was explained, and the large projection area on the table was identified as 

the usable interaction area. Finger pointing and the paddle were explained as the 

input interaction tools. No other guidance was given to the users, in order to 

gather as much data as possible on their initial learning experiences with the UI.  

 

Fig. 37. Elderly (E1–9, left) and computer-literate (CL1–9, right) user comparison. 

Two calling tasks to two different receivers were given to all participants. Each 

task was tested once with each of the three interaction methods, as shown in 

Figure 35a–c. The methods were counterbalanced within subjects to avoid 

interaction-learning bias. A comparison between the computer-literate and elderly 

users was done to evaluate the performance, speed, satisfaction and preferred 

interaction method between and among the groups. All of the test sessions in 

these user studies were recorded on video, and the interaction data (time, error 
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count and icons touched) was logged automatically by the system for analysis. 

Questionnaires (Appendix 2) measuring the user interaction satisfaction and post-

experiment interviews for overall experience were conducted and analysed 

(Appendix 5). The 7-point Likert scale was changed to a 5-point version because 

in the post-test questionnaire, the elderly showed problems with too many 

choices. 

Fig. 38. Total time spent completing methods between elderly (E1–9) and computer-literate 

(CL1–9) users.  

The three graphs, as shown in Figure 37, show the number of mistakes, non-

registered presses and pieces of advice given to the users for all three methods, 

comparing the elderly (E1–9) and the CLUs (CL1–9). The hover method 

produced the fewest mistakes (9), less than half the number of mistakes (22) made 

with each of the other methods, the slide and the two-step method. Regarding 

completion time, Figure 38 shows that, on average, the elderly users took longer 

to perform the test, mainly due to more errors performed. The elderly users who 

had no or few mistakes, however, could perform at the same speed as some of the 

CLUs. When using the hover method, none of the elderly users consistently 

hovered on top of the icon long enough to register a selection. Each elderly user 

made this mistake at least once. CLUs appeared to notice and understand the time 

progress bar, so only a single CLU made this mistake and immediately corrected 

it without instructions. This observation suggests that the current progress bar 

design was not understandable for the elderly users. In addition to being slower 

and making more mistakes, elderly users were somewhat uncertain of their own 

abilities. If they made a mistake, they paused or stopped performing the selection 

or the whole task, and they got easily confused about how to proceed. Low 

confidence in their abilities to solve simple problems or to recover from a mistake 

was apparent. The CLUs, on the other hand, tried to recover from errors by 

experimenting with how the UI worked. The interface use metaphor was familiar 
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to the CLUs due to its being close to existing touch-screen device methods. The 

CLUs understood the use after their first attempt with the system, which led to 

good performance with other methods. Elderly users, on the other hand, showed 

difficulties in understanding the similarity of the tasks, and their performance did 

not improve significantly when a new selection method, with the same interface 

use metaphor, was presented to them. 

There was a great difference in the total time spent on tasks by the elderly 

users compared to the time spent by the CLUs. This can be explained by looking 

at the number of mistakes made. For the elderly users, recovering from mistakes 

took a lot of time, in the form of backtracking in the menus. Mistakes often led to 

verbal self-doubt, for example, saying, “Am I doing this wrong?” Statements like 

this seemed to further worsen the self-confidence issues of the elderly users. As 

observed in our tests, lack of confidence is a common problem, and this is 

discussed in several related works. The elderly users in our tests had very little 

experience with technology use in general, due to their advanced age, which 

might explain some of the results. When compared to the CLUs, who learned the 

use metaphor of the system quickly after using the system a few times, the elderly 

users had difficulties with the use metaphor. The CLUs were likely taking 

advantage of their existing knowledge base from the use of smartphones and 

tablets. This knowledge is not common for the elderly of today. The calling task 

used people’s faces and names as call target icons, and this approach was 

somewhat unfamiliar to the elderly people. This could explain why they had 

learning difficulties even when the calling task remained the same during the 

whole test. The elderly clearly need reassurance that they can use technology, and 

support while using it. Overall, the elderly users could manipulate the UI well if 

they did not make any mistakes or encounter an error from the system side, as 

recovering from mistakes took time and confused them. Thus, the number of 

mistakes and errors should be minimized, and additional support should be 

provided when needed. If we look at how moderate AD affected the tests, again it 

resulted in the users having trouble understanding the task at hand. Many of them 

needed reminders about the task as they would forget where they were and what 

they were doing. This indicated that personal assistance from a caretaker is 

needed for these individuals. As such, technology presented in this paper is not 

yet suitable for them. Regarding users with mild to moderate AD, the tests were 

much more suitable. They could perform adequately, as long as they had time to 

react to the UI and to understand the given tasks. 
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In summary, a fixed projection system seems feasible as an assistive system 

for the elderly, as these elderly users could successfully navigate the UI even with 

the mistakes they made while using it. The hover selection method showed 

promise as the preferred method for the elderly, as the non-instantaneous nature 

of the method was seen as an advantage. This enabled the users to take their time 

with the interface before a selection was made, producing fewer mistakes than 

when using the other two methods. We could also see that various ageing-related 

motor skill problems were not a factor when using the projection system. The 

projection was large enough to offer easy-to-manipulate icons even for users with 

severe arthritis or hand tremors.  

5.4.4 Medication reminder test 

Chapter 5.3.1 discussed kitchen assistance that aimed to help elderly people 

remotely in a cooking task. To test how a similar sequential task could work with 

a projection system, the medication task first presented in Chapter 5.4.2 was re-

designed and tested. This section explains the reasoning and approach for the test, 

how it was conducted and how the evaluation was done.  

Testing a common task with steps that the elderly need to follow through is 

needed in a supportive system. The initial medication reminder had an unintuitive 

UI and was prone to accidental selections. For this iteration, the UI was changed 

to incorporate more space, and all of the information was displayed in the user’s 

field of focus. The number of interactive icons was reduced for each step so that 

the user’s focus would be solely on the step at hand. Additional guiding elements 

for placing items on the table were added. As the hover method was the most 

reliable and had the fewest number of errors in the previous test, it was chosen as 

the selection method for this test. The test involved 10 elderly participants, six 

female and four male, with the average age being 84.5. Most of the participants 

lived permanently in the two care homes, and two participants were on a six-

month care interval. Three of the elderly people initially chosen for the tests were 

excluded due to physical (eyesight) or mental (severe AD) problems. Two of the 

participants had mild AD, and one had both moderate AD and early Parkinson’s 

disease. These two diseases present problems in cognitive and fine motor skills. 

There were also an additional four cases with slight motor skill problems due to 

old age, presented in tremors of the hand from or arthritis. Two participants had 

AAMI that slightly affected their cognitive skills. All participants took medication 

from at least twice to at most seven times per day, and four used a medication 
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dosette with time and weekday markings to help remind him which medication to 

take and when. From a technology point of view, two participants had some 

experience on tablets, smartphones and computers, and an additional four users 

had some experience with desktop computers. During the test, the participants 

were recorded and interviewed, and a questionnaire (Appendix 3) on the 

experiments was conducted.As a test setup, the users were told to use the finger 

with the ring as the only input tool and to follow the on-table displayed 

instruction to take their medication. Additional items used were a glass of water 

and a medication dosette, both having markers on them to enable additional 

assistive projection related to them. In total, the system tracked four objects 

simultaneously and in real time: the ring, the glass, the pillbox and the menu 

initialization card. The medication task consisted of six instructional steps the 

user had to follow. The user verified each step with a confirmation press.  

 

Fig. 39. Demonstration of four steps in the medication task. 

The steps shown to the user are shown below with the corresponding references 

to the figures: 

1. You should take your medication. Follow the on-screen instructions. Start by 

pressing OK. (Fig. 39A) 

2. Set a glass of water on the area marked by a blue circle, and press OK. (Fig. 

39B) 

3. Set the pillbox on the area marked by a green circle, and press OK. (Fig. 39C) 

4. Take two pills from the pillbox and drink a glass of water, then press OK. 

5. Put the glass of water and the pillbox away, and press OK. (Fig. 39D) 

6. Your medication task is complete. Finish by pressing OK. 

The total number of concrete actions needed to complete the task was 11, and the 

users were not given any time limit for the task. Time reserved for the test for 

each person was limited to one hour, including the pre- and post-test interviews.  

Based on the number of mistakes, the fluency results of the UI were non-

intuitive (4 users), semi-intuitive (3 users) and fluent (3 users). The system had 
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three users who showed the system to be intuitive for them from start to finish 

and who also had the fastest times for manipulating the system. Three users who 

had initial problems with the system presses could be classified as semi-intuitive. 

Both assumed that the selection of an icon would be immediate, and they had to 

learn that the selection took a second to be registered. After learning this, the 

users had no problems with the system. This is a different result compared to the 

previous calling test, where the users had little confidence in their skills and often 

had trouble with interaction and the use metaphor. There was an outlier user who 

took a total of ten minutes to complete the test, which was more than double 

compared to other participants. The explanation was that the user had difficulties 

in concentrating on the task at hand. As the user’s concentration was low, he had 

to be advised more than the others, but he made no mistakes while using the UI. 

Of the computer-experienced users, the one with mild AD (MMSE 26/30) was 

one of the fluent users, while another user with mild AD (MMSE 22/30) was 

slower. The differences between them in the data involved non-registered presses. 

Subjectively, I observed that the difference was in their attitudes towards using 

technology; while one wanted to use it, the other did not want to use an assistive 

device and often gave up trying during the task. This indicates how important 

technology acceptance is and how it should be emphasized more, but as a 

subjective result, it is only a suggestion for future work. The users made an 

average of 1.25 mistakes, among which there were many non-registered presses 

for OK (31). The single-second-long selection time explains the non-registered 

counts, and these confused users when they could not advance as expected. 

However, this single-second selection time reduced the number of accidental 

presses. One solution would be to have a depth-sensor-based tapping method, 

which could differentiate between intended and unintended taps on the table.  

Eight participants were able to complete the medication task from start to 

finish, and two users failed. Between these two, one managed to finish the task 

when retested but was counted as a failure, due to an excessive need for guidance. 

The other failed participant had an MMSE score of 15/30, which indicates 

moderate dementia, and also had Parkinson’s disease, which affects thinking and 

motor functions. This exceeded our restrictions for the intended target user, but 

the person was still tested as a preliminary analysis of a more severe dementia 

user using the interface. They had great difficulties in understanding what they 

were doing and made five times more errors than the average user, even when 

instructed at every step. A recurring problem in the test for some of the users was 

that they did not read the instructions fully and proceeded to continue in their task 
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regardless of what the system asked them to do. Video observations revealed that 

the users did not focus on the full information when it was split with a photo in 

between (Figure. 40). The text reads as follows “Place a pillbox on the table 

marked with a green circle. (PICTURE) When you are finished, press OK to 

continue”. The upper sentence guides the user to place the pillbox on the table, 

and the lower sentence guides the user to press OK when finished. Some users 

ignored either the upper or the lower sentence.  

 

Fig. 40. A pillbox task guidance, with a photo, to set the pillbox down on the marked 

spot. 

The improved ring-detection method resulted in less user frustration towards the 

interface interaction, but a slightly longer selection time, in turn resulting in some 

frustration with use. Overlaying information on the table and onto objects helped 

the users to understand item handling more clearly, but for some elderly users, the 

step-by-step instructions for every move were described as condescending. 

Customizing the selection time with only the needed steps for each user could be 

a better solution. Some users recommended the use of this system for users with 

more severe memory impairment, considering the detailed guidance, but as the 

system was difficult for a user with moderate dementia, additional design is 

needed. The use of the system was also recommended in cases where the user is 

alone and would otherwise need some form of help from the caretakers. 

5.5 User studies results summary 

The material gathered from the user studies is mostly qualitative due to the 

relatively small sample population, so the results are mainly implications based 

on the analysis. The initial wearable ProCam system was first designed to be used 
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with a language-based UI. This design was changed due to low affordance issues 

from paper prototyping, even with CLUs, but mostly due to other notable 

difficulties of a technical nature. Reliably detecting the user’s tapping for 

interaction purposes proved to be difficult when using a wearable projector and 

accelerometer. There were also projected image stability issues while using low-

contrast projection. Thus, presenting a wearable ProCam solution for people with 

moderate dementia was not feasible. This led to changes in the system and UI 

designs, and memory impairment requirements were refined to accommodate the 

needs of the elderly more precisely. A fixed projection system was introduced as a 

more robust test environment for UI design elements. The system menu layout 

was iterated through several designs into an arched layout with a simple two-step 

selection system. Additionally, a medication task was tested to see if the system 

was feasible for a concrete task needing assistance. The medication task proved to 

be difficult with the first iteration of the system UI. In the pilot tests, the CLUs 

had no problems with the selection method, but it proved to be unreliable and 

error-prone for the elderly users. Thus, the system interaction methods were 

redesigned and tested. The new and old methods were compared for preference 

between elderly and CLUs. The most promising one was a hover method, as the 

elderly users felt more comfortable with it. This was due to the simplicity of the 

method. Lastly, the medication task was re-tested with the hover method and 

proved reliable for elderly use. It showed that assisting in a concrete task with AR 

projection is advantageous. More testing is needed before quantitative 

conclusions can be made.  
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6 Discussion 

This chapter discusses the findings of the research and what they mean in general 

for projection systems and the elderly. The research questions presented in the 

beginning of this work are answered and evaluated for how well they match the 

research work done. The implications that this work has on theoretical and 

methodological levels are discussed in their own sub-chapters.  

6.1 Purpose of the study 

This work explored the possibilities of using a projection system and its UI 

solution as a suitable system for providing assistance to the elderly living at 

home. Extending the solution into a home environment where aid devices can be 

replaced or enhanced with technology could provide updateable features and in 

turn would better correspond to the changing needs of the elderly. Despite the 

limited research in this particular area, the results show that AR and projections in 

the environment are usable for assistance if several points are taken into account 

in the design and implementation of the system and its features. 

6.2 Research results 

Chapter 1.7 collected the original publications (papers I-V) used in this work 

from the viewpoint of their purpose and findings. In Table 7, the papers were 

presented from the point of view of the summary of their findings. How the 

findings of each paper relate to the research questions is answered individually 

below. Notable for the papers is the change in target users from those with 

moderate dementia to a more elderly-focused situation. During the research for 

this work, it became clear that to create a system suitable for users who have 

dementia, extensive research would need to be conducted, combined with 

observations and interviews with caretakers, family members and the elderly 

users themselves. This is the only way to understand the specific usability issues 

of the elderly, and must be done before any such systems can be tested and 

offered to elderly people with dementia. 
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Table 7. Structure of the original publications with respect to purpose, findings, UIs 

and target users. 

No Purpose Findings Platform Target user 

I  Offer a UI for a 

wearable device 

Initial design of an elderly-focused UI interface 

showed promise as an assistive tool for dementia 

Sentence-

based UI, 

Wearable  

Moderate 

dementia  

 

II 

 

 

 

Test feasibility of user 

input method of the 

wearable assistive 

device. 

Automated process 

recognition. 

Tests showed that remote assistance would be 

more helpful than totally automated process 

assistance.  

Additionally, wearable projector showed technical 

limitations that might hinder user testing.  

Sentence-

based UI,  

Wearable  

Moderate 

dementia 

III  Search for assistive 

technology 

requirements 

UI design guidelines were extended to provide a 

more accurate technical solution. 

Lowering the level of dementia of the target user 

allowed for a more complex UI design.  

Icon UI, 

Wearable  

 

Mild, 

moderate 

dementia 

 

IV Observe elderly 

executing a sequential 

task (making coffee) in 

a real environment. 

Design a visual 

prompting system. 

Sequential tasks were observed for problem points 

that showed promise for remote assistance with a 

projection system for finding items or guiding 

tasks.  

A fixed projection system was discovered as a 

more stable system for testing UI interaction 

techniques. 

Prompt 

visual icons 

for task 

guidance, 

Fixed 

tabletop 

Mild 

dementia 

V 

 

Design a tabletop 

system and a UI for the 

elderly. 

Test and evaluate 

performance with actual 

elderly and compare 

with computer-literate 

users (CLUs) 

A fixed projection system was shown as a stable 

test bed.  

The hover method was suitable due to slower 

selection speed and fewer errors. Recovery from 

errors is more difficult for the elderly and may stop 

the entire process. Implications of the system are 

suitable for sequential tasks. 

The need to adapt to different users’ needs was 

implied based on user tests 

Elderly 

guidance 

and 

interaction, 

Fixed 

tabletop  

The elderly 

and mild 

dementia 

Before answering the main research question, the process will be reversed and the 

sub-questions will be answered to shed more light on the main question. The 

questions are presented as follows, and their answers are discussed below. 

SQ 1.1: What projection type would be suitable for the elderly at home?  

A wearable system is not yet feasible for elderly assistance, as the technology is 

not mature enough. This was indicated after the user test (II) showed some 

technical limitations regarding the stability of the projected image and the 
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selection technique. The image that was displayed on the wall proved to be small, 

so the UI would be not significantly larger than that of a tablet device when the 

interaction had to be done within a hands reach of the UI. As the elderly of today 

are novice users of technology, the system should be designed to be as robust as 

possible. It must be unobtrusive, reliable and easy to use. A system with a fixed 

installation removes the technical limitations presented by a wearable system, 

such as AR glasses or HMDs, and answers the request of the elderly not to have 

to carry anything (Ceccacci et al. 2012, Kurz et al. 2014). Wearable systems often 

aim very far into the future and employ UIs with unproven interaction methods 

for the elderly, such as the systems presented by Mistry (2009) and Tomitsch et al. 

(2012). A projection displayed onto an environment such as a table or wall 

enables the use of direct interaction methods, a more familiar approach for the 

elderly (V). 

SQ 1.2: What requirements are there for a projection system UI for the 

elderly? Are there different requirements for a projection system for the 

elderly compared to CLUs? 

Adapting to the user’s needs is vital for a suitable system. When comparing 

computer-literate and elderly users, there are different existing knowledge bases 

between the two groups. Currently, the elderly population uses more conventional 

ways to interact (Akatsu et al. 2007), and thus their approach to the use of new 

devices is based on this metaphor. Research has shown that elderly people learn 

more slowly (Kelley & Charness 1995) and move more slowly (Hawthorn 2000) 

than their younger counterparts, so the designs created for them should reflect this 

knowledge. AR is a new way of offering technology for the elderly, but the use 

metaphor of the system can be designed in a way that is understandable for an 

elderly user, as discussed in (V) and supported by the touch-based interaction 

research done by Piper et al. (2010). As an example, pointing is a normal direct 

interaction in any use case, so using this familiar approach based on previous 

knowledge is easier to understand for a new user. Indirect manipulation is 

cognitively difficult for the elderly to understand (McLaughlin et al. 2009), a 

problem that younger users do not experience. Thus, a more straightforward and 

direct approach would produce better results than designing a complex but more 

versatile system that is usable for CLUs. However, as individual users have 

different preferences and skill levels, as pointed out in Mynatt et al. (2000), the 

system interaction should be customizable. Designers and researchers should take 

advantage of observation and interview opportunities before creating a system as 
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a solution. Caretakers and family members have valuable information that can be 

used in the design process in the form of knowledge of problematic activities 

needing assistance. This is also confirmed in observations from previous studies 

(Månsson et al. 2008), which stated that interviewing and observing people with 

dementia is important. Physical changes present several needs that are also 

discussed extensively in the literature regarding eyesight, motor skills and 

hearing, but as a general rule, it is better for the iconography and manipulation 

elements of the UI to be large and represented with great contrast (Hawthorn 

2007), as confirmed by Fisk et al. (2012). A hands-on approach helps in 

understanding the daily problems of a person with dementia, and it helps in 

gathering problems that might not be noticed if only informal caretakers collect 

the data. Also, a user-centred approach in human-computer interaction is crucial, 

because design requirements might otherwise be inaccurate. The systems built for 

this work also confirm the previous statements that direct interaction techniques 

are useful, and motor skill problems can be overcome with direct interaction and a 

larger interaction surface design. Memory can also be supported with direct 

interaction, as the projection system showed fewer learning requirements. In 

addition, the slower input method, slightly disliked by the CLUs, was confirmed 

to be more suitable for the elderly. 

SQ 1.3: What factors do UI designers need to take into account when 

choosing the selection methods for a ProCam system for elderly users? 

From a technical point of view, the elderly need to be shown what the actual 

projection area is. The projection should always be provided in such a way that 

the user does not block it accidentally. An adaptive approach would be a suitable 

solution. It is essential to reduce mistakes made due to a change in interaction, as 

the elderly have a slight tendency to get further confused by any errors. 

Intuitiveness, stability and recovery should always be a priority. As briefly 

discussed in sub-questions 1.1 and 1.2, the direct interaction method is more 

suitable for new users; thus, a recommendation would be to use that as the first 

approach for any implementation. As vision and motor skills decline with old age 

(Ketcham et al. 2001, LaLomia & Sidowski 1993), direct methods that 

incorporate larger interfaces with bigger icons should be used, and the user should 

be given time to use the interface, since motor skills also affect their use. A direct 

method also requires less learning of a new use metaphor. As memory functions 

decline with old age, the use of associative memory for learning is affected 

(Birren & Schaie 2001), which in turn affects how inputs are associated with 
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outputs (Umemuro & Shirokane 2003). Similar results were also found by Piper 

et al. (2010), although from a surface computing point of view. However, for a 

person with dementia, this study cannot offer clear answers, as the results are not 

sufficient and are relatively untested. A more detailed study focusing only on 

users with dementia is required. As interaction methods are related to existing 

knowledge, future elderly users are more likely to be able to use different methods 

compared to the less technology-oriented elderly of today, as technology skills adapt 

over time (Akatsu et al. 2007). 

SQ 1.4: Is a projection system suitable for supporting a correct execution of a 

sequenced task such as medication intake? 

The user tests done for this work show partial success in offering sequential 

support in a medication task, but they cannot be clearly verified (V). Note that the 

medication intake task itself was notably uninteresting for the elderly participants, 

as it is something they have to perform many times per day. As a suggestion, 

instead of testing a system with a task that is common and uneventful, the task 

chosen should be of some interest. Using this approach and masking the use of 

the system and the features with a desirable task should be met with test subjects 

with less technology- or task-resistance, and it might even result in intermittently 

getting more elderly people to participate through recommendations. This 

argument is supported by Eisma et al. (2004) and is also found in the study by 

Umemuro & Shirokane (2003), where Japanese elderly computer users’ positive 

attitudes towards technology affected their will to use it in the long term. The tests 

for this work showed that the given instructions posed some problems in that the 

users skipped some steps without reading them fully. Similar problems were 

encountered by Ju et al (2001). A detailed review revealed that this situation 

occurred when the instructions were broken up by a photo of the object to be 

used. The object in the photo cut the guiding sentence in two, so the elderly users 

skipped reading either the lower or upper part of the text and moved forward. As a 

suggestion, any text elements and pictures used should be separate, so that they 

do not affect the reading of any sentences. Contrary to Molyneaux & Gellersen 

(2009), who suggested that projecting computer images next to a tracked object 

instead of on top might confuse the user, the user test done for this work showed 

no correlation in this respect. The elderly people tested could understand the 

difference between the guiding information and the related object. 
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SQ 1.5: What physical assistive devices useful for the elderly, such as 

medication dispensers, would be appropriate to virtualize using projection 

technology? 

Table 8 presents a selection of currently used aid devices, divided according to the 

type of assistance offered. Comparisons can be made to existing projection 

systems so that the suitable tasks for assistance can be collected. Many if not all 

of the reminder functions could be used in the system developed for this work. A 

projection can help in phone dialling by displaying the photo of the caller, as was 

also done in the user tests of the system. Any large-sized display can also be 

supported, such as a calendar, reminder notes or a photo frame. Table 8 also 

tabulates devices that assist the user in a task, such as guides implemented on a 

coffee machine, a dishwasher having guiding magnets with instructions for the 

user to either empty, wash or fill the machine or guides for when to take 

medication, such as an alarm in a wristwatch or a medication dispenser. These 

guides can be replaced or enhanced fairly easily with the UIs presented in this 

system and with most of the systems presented in the related works, the issue 

being how easy and reliable the systems are for the elderly to use. Not all of the 

tasks presented in Table 8 are replaceable or feasible to replace, and most of these 

are related to the safety of the user. As examples, the key holder worn around the 

neck is not a device that should be replaced, but the user can be reminded to take 

it with them when they leave their house. A GPS locator that the user carries with 

them offers functionality that is not possible on a projection system. In addition, 

there is no need to replace safety switches on the kitchen stove with a projection 

system, as the physical timer’s goal is to ensure the safety of the user. Only 

connectivity from the switches to a general alarm system would be advisable. It is 

noteworthy that many of these can work with the system and be interoperable. A 

holistic and more homogenous AAL is clearly possible. Tasks and devices in 

Table 8 that could be replaced are marked with a (*). Often the tasks could be 

replaced with a simple projection, in such cases as a calendar, photo frame or 

guiding lights in a hallway. In other cases, the projection could add more features 

or guidance to the tasks, such as adding icons and input interaction for making a 

phone call with a regular phone. The user could be guided in the coffee-making 

process by overlaying information onto the surrounding environment and objects, 

instead of attaching permanent guide stickers onto the machine itself. 
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Table 8. Examples of cognition support systems. * = virtualizable. 

Assisted task Type of assist Installation 

* Webpage for time management Caretaker and elderly support Movable 

Electronic bed alarm to inform caretaker of user 

getting up 

Caretaker support Fixed 

GPS-locator worn on waist Caretaker support – Safety Wearable 

* Phone with quick dial, big icons or pictures of 

people 

Communication assistance Movable/Wear 

* Simpler mobile phone Communication assistance Wearable 

Key holder worn around the neck General assistance Wearable 

Large size display wristwatch General assistance Wearable 

Safety camera at front door General assistance – Safety Fixed 

Safety switches on kitchen equipment General assistance – Safety Fixed 

* Audio instructor device near exit General reminder Fixed 

* Electronic calendar General reminder Fixed 

* Guiding lights indoors  Navigation assistance – Safety Fixed 

* Talking photo frame Person or situation memory reminder Movable 

* Alarm in multiple locations for calling family 

members 

Remote support device Movable 

* Guide-implemented coffee maker Task assistance Fixed 

* Dishwasher reminder magnets Task reminder Movable 

* Electronic medication dispenser  Task reminder Fixed 

* Medication dispenser with calendar nearby Task reminder Fixed 

* Notebook for memory Task reminder Wearable 

* Paper calendar and reminder notes Task reminder  Movable 

* Reminder clock Task reminder Movable 

* Wristwatch with medication alarm Task reminder Wearable 

Medication dispensers that take advantage of a wristwatch or an electronic 

calendar could be replaced by a single system that recognizes the time and the 

objects needed to do the task; any guiding steps could be added to the task, and 

family members could be informed. On a general level, any caretaker-supported 

task could benefit from sharing data related to the well-being of the elderly person 

on some level. To know that everything is OK is often enough for family 

members. Task reminders are the most logical replacement or enhancement tasks, 

but most useful are the tasks that presently need assistance either with notes, 

guides or communication tools. Enlarging many of the features of a physical 

device could ease the use of existing devices. Lastly, many of the fixed devices 

such as photos or multi-located alarms could be made dynamic and movable by 

digitizing the same functionality, so the possibilities for virtualization are various.  
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The answered sub-questions form an overall picture of the research done, after 

which the main research question can be answered. The main question was 

presented as follows: 

MQ: What is the best way to construct and validate a UI for the elderly using 

an AR projection system? 

AR is new technology for the elderly, so to offer it as a system for the elderly, 

several viewpoints should be taken into account. As pointed out in the sub-

questions, first, the methods of how to offer a UI must be decided. A simple and 

direct method is the most suitable for the elderly. Often new AR solutions rely on 

more complex approaches or try to implement old methods unsuitable for AR 

(Beardsley et al. 2005, Choi & Kim 2013). A simpler method would take into 

account novice and elderly users (Chin-Yang Lin & Yi-Bin Lin 2013, Harrison et 

al. 2011) while still being effective for CLUs. Creating a system for the elderly or 

for people with dementia requires extensive knowledge of system design, the 

elderly and dementia-related diseases. For this reason, a solution is needed where 

observations and interviews are conducted with the end users and with the 

individuals who take care of them. Relying on documentation and research done 

from afar does not create experts. Instead, real involvement with the elderly helps 

more when designing a new system, so observation is vital for creating a suitable 

system. Family members are often unknowingly the experts with respect to a 

family member with dementia and can offer insight into the life of that individual. 

During the study, each visit to the care homes in Finland proved fruitful for 

observations of the environments and the users. Preliminary observations from 

care homes situated in Tangoen, Japan, also showed several areas that could be 

improved with technology use. These observations underline the need for hands-

on experiences.  

Users’ existing knowledge affects their use of devices, and taking advantage 

of this is the only logical approach in designing systems for future elderly users. It 

should be noted that as dementia symptoms progress and affect memory more 

deeply (Birren & Schaie 2001), designing and testing should not be done using 

traditional methods, as these users do not function like healthy individuals.  

The errors and bugs in a system affect the desirability of the system, so it is 

imperative that a robust system is tested instead of a quick prototype when 

interacting with the elderly. The elderly have less tolerance for systems that have 

errors or are difficult to use. This might lead to cancelation of the test or to 

inaccurate research results affected by disinterest towards the test or the system. 
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Additionally, no matter how precisely the tests or user interactions are designed, 

there will be cases when the user interacts with the system in an unpredictable 

way, or when the system has limitations that are not taken into account in the 

design. Thus, alternative interaction methods should be developed, as no two 

users are alike. Methods should take into account worst-case scenarios, so that an 

alternative solution for these users can be offered. Based on elderly and their 

caretaking personnel interviews, there is a need for a more thorough assessment 

of user needs validation. Studies suggest that activating the elderly and enabling 

easy communication for the user might create a feeling of security, both for the 

elderly and for their family members. Discussions with medical staff have 

brought out some views on ethical sensitivity regarding the use of systems that 

track users’ every movement, so the information stored by the system has to be 

secure at all times and accessible only by those with sufficient privileges. 

Offering a system for testing with features that are interesting to the elderly would 

be more suitable, as making a call or taking medication are not very engaging 

tasks. Additionally, measuring the capabilities of a UI was done with 

questionnaires, and there were some limitations with this method. The questions 

should be formulated clearly to avoid any confusion, as, in the case of this study, 

the questions regarding usability often needed clarification. However, there are no 

clear ways of expressing what interface actions or elements mean, so it is 

recommended to use assistive photos and explain each point or to use alternative 

measures of inquiry. The number of questions has to be limited to the capability 

of the elderly user, because the asking of even a limited set of questions was 

considered stressful by some of the elderly participants.  

Regarding the reproducibility of the research, it is possible to create a similar 

system based on the original publications and the implementations presented here, 

but the interaction methods need to be tweaked to each situation separately. 

However, the end results should be fairly close to the original system. But as a 

recommendation, additions to the interaction method should be made instead of 

following the system design and implementation exactly. Using a stereoscopic 

camera solution or using a depth camera for detecting interactions in three 

dimensions would be more suitable. Replacing the camera used with one of a 

higher resolution is already possible, which would enable the detection of markers 

from a much further distance while the rest of the system could remain the same. 

Repeatability of the results is possible based on the recurring issues that the 

elderly have with technology use and the innate and learned skills they possess.  
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The technical solution of this study can be considered as a proof-of-concept, 

as there are many AR systems that offer reliable interaction detection methods. 

One example is the input detection method, which relies on using an IR-camera 

tracking an input ring. This is in contrast to the elderly requesting a system where 

they do not need to wear or carry anything. However, the ring solution is used to 

demonstrate that tabletop interaction is a feasible method and that other ProCam 

methods can be used to replace the need for a ring in improved iterations. An 

example of this is the OmniTouch system by Harrison et al. (2011), which uses a 

depth camera to track the user’s hands to accomplish device-free interaction. 

Although OmniTouch is a wearable device, the solution it uses can be 

implemented in a fixed-device solution. The end product of our work is thus an 

approximation of the wanted features and functionality created with usable 

methods available at the time. The tabletop solution is also intended for indoor 

use at home and would not work as an assistive technology outside, so all of the 

features were chosen with this approach in mind. The system itself is cost-

effective, as it can implement many of the currently used aid device features. 

Additionally, implementing a form of context awareness for the system would 

reduce the need for UI elements, as not all of the functions are needed in each 

situation.  

Even if the solution presented is a fixed installation and there are some 

negative attitudes towards wearing or carrying devices, we argue that people are 

becoming more willing to carry technology, so the use of a wearable assistive 

device in the future is not improbable. The elderly of today do not have the same 

skillset as will the elderly of the future, so adjustments for the device 

requirements have to be made regardless of the results presented in this work.  

Privacy and ethics are an important part of any technology discussion, 

especially when using a camera capable of monitoring an elderly person at home. 

This study does not discuss such issues in detail, but our solution uses an IR-

camera only to detect objects and would not see the user unless specifically 

switched to RGB mode. So any ethical issues regarding the use of a monitoring 

camera are not relevant. In case of user emergencies, the camera RGB mode 

could in theory be turned on, but this feature was not implemented. Secondly, the 

focus of the work is on offering assistance with a UI, and it was designed to find 

usability issues and not study ethical issues extensively. However, the privacy 

issue when using cameras in practical applications, such as smart care homes of 

the future, is a real problem and a practical application is needed. The existing 

and arguably better user interaction detection methods rely heavily on the use of 
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depth cameras or live camera feeds. While these might be better for interaction 

purposes, they are worse for privacy. 

6.3 Research contributions 

This empirical research offers insight into how design processes should be 

conducted when the target users are elderly people with cognitive and physical 

limitations. The projective system offered to the users brings out clear limitations 

to the features that an assistive device can offer, so the design should be limited 

and adapted to the users’ needs and skill level. The exploratory research offers a 

quantitative analysis of the data based on small sample sizes, but the users of the 

system were actual elderly people, many with some form of dementia, so the 

results are promising. For quantitative purposes, a new study should be conducted 

with a larger user base. Currently, results and knowledge of the existing problems 

of the elderly have shown that fully automated systems are very difficult to create 

and use. The design requires a level of certainty that the user and the caretakers 

can trust the system to perform as expected because the repercussion of system 

failure are quite serious e.g when taking medication or in emergencies. The work 

has ascertained that while direct interaction techniques are currently effective, 

elderly users’ skill levels will change over time, which in turn will enable more 

complex designs for a UI. However, some design limitations will still remain, for 

example, physical changes in the form of the decline of motor skills. Also, 

learning will continue to be a problem point, so designers of ICT for the elderly 

should always take into account the least skilled users in the design process. The 

limitations presented in this research also shed light on the issues of different 

interaction methods. As a proof-of-concept, the proposed system works, but to 

acquire extensive data, a more robust system with more features should be tested.  

6.4 Theoretical implications 

There are extensive studies that focus on existing technology use and designs for 

the elderly, but few studies discuss future technologies and even fewer focus on 

the elderly with dementia. This work supports many of the current research 

implications from a theoretical point of view regarding elderly design, and it 

brings new insight into how projections can add new elements into an elderly 

user’s home environment. The use of direct interaction benefits is verified 

through testing and observation. More thorough investigation on how current aid 
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devices could be replaced is suggested, as many of the features in present devices 

could be handled with a single smart device in the elderly user’s home. The work 

does not offer a solution for people with dementia, but it has implications for a 

technological system capable of assisting users in sequential tasks. The existing 

research shows that designing assistive devices for people with dementia requires 

extensive knowledge for researchers, which should be gathered from experts in 

the field as well as from caretakers and family members close to the intended 

target users. These results have created knowledge base additions for the elderly 

design guidelines. 

6.5 Methodological implications 

The use of Design Science alone for this work was not fully suitable, as the 

research area required a more flexible approach. The problems might relate to 

trying to implement the method in a sensitive user environment. As a future 

methodological approach, adding a long ethnographic study to understand the 

Japanese elderly in more detail would offer ways to understand how the prototype 

system and its features should be adapted to Japanese needs. As a result, the 

artefacts for Design Science would be more accurate. The work at many points 

had to be re-evaluated, as the solutions were often trial-and-error approaches to 

unknown problems. AR is advanced technology, and the kind of technology that 

can assist with memory problems is an untested area. Many of the aspects could 

not be anticipated, resulting in difficulties and extensive changes in the process. 

The research topic was also a bit too large for the scope of the project. The focus 

has to be either on the elderly with normal cognition for their age or on those with 

dementia. Solutions for the former group can be larger and can focus on the user 

having more capabilities, while the latter group requires solutions that are more 

precise and limited. But in order to help people with dementia, the basics of the 

problems of all elderly people should be understood and tested. This approach of 

first helping the elderly with normal cognition and then the elderly with dementia 

would be more effective. 
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7 Conclusions 

This work offered an extensive look at what problem points designers have to 

take into account when offering technology to the elderly. The use of AR and the 

requirements of using such technologies for the elderly are presented as 

recommendations for future system designs. Notably, the current system is not 

suitable for users with more severe forms of dementia, as these users need a more 

refined solution that is not possible with the current level of features. This study 

showed that currently, the design approach is more suitable for normal or slightly 

memory-impaired elderly users. As an overarching experience, results show that a 

good AAL interaction solution can be developed if the system can adapt to each 

user’s needs and relies on direct and simple interaction experiences. 

Regarding the interaction methods, wearable and fixed projection systems are 

used to manage the display size problem and to demonstrate the simplified UI 

interaction designs. For gerontechnology, this work verified many of the existing 

theories and views on how technology should be designed, but it extended to 

projected UIs. One suggestion for other researchers is to use direct interaction 

techniques as the preferred approach, as state-of-the-art technology often focuses 

on complex approaches unsuitable for novice users. The current limitation of 

technologies regarding wearable systems showed that they are not yet mature 

enough to offer reliable interaction solutions to the elderly, but as technology 

progresses, wearable solutions might become feasible. By following the 

suggested features and approaches for the design of this study, an AAL-focused 

researcher should most likely avoid the biggest pitfalls in their design. 

Researchers focusing on other fields but who are still human-computer 

interaction-focused should take advantage of this work to gather data on how UIs 

of the future should be designed as individual skills degrade over time. It is 

necessary to research how device manipulation can be improved and extended 

upon, but at the same, there should be a focus on finding out how a novice user 

sees these systems for the first time, as with the memory-impaired elderly, this 

might be their everyday experience for several years. 

As such, the systems presented in this work are not innovations that 

completely change the way individuals look at interface design or devices for the 

elderly. Instead, the work offers insights into the process of UI design and 

demonstrates systems from a holistic viewpoint. Many of the theories for a touch-

screen device can be used when designing a projection system, but the use of 

augmentation presents new areas not yet well researched. The use of real-time 
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tracked objects, guidance and interaction brings new challenges and research 

theories on offering assistance for the elderly. 

7.1 Limitations and future work 

The system presented in this work is not fully realized and does not possess all of 

the features that were initially designed and wished for by the elderly. The system 

was originally meant for people with dementia, but during design and testing, the 

features proved not mature enough for this particular user group, so the focus on 

dementia was not feasible. However, the results thus far imply that in the future, 

this focus could be possible; the current system can be improved to match the 

needs of people with dementia, since the underlying feature set requirements are 

now better known. This adjustment of the target user population was done 

because prior to any implementation of a system designed for the elderly, the 

designs should be evaluated or discussed with informal and formal caretakers in 

more detail. Conducting observations for a long period of time would be 

especially desirable for the researchers to understand the end users as clearly as 

possible. The assisted tasks require more extensive testing and refinement but 

showed a lot of promise regarding direct interaction use in AR. Object detection 

and manipulation research in particular show promise for future work. Detecting 

the objects makes it possible to assist the elderly in more ways, already 

demonstrated in the medication intake task incorporating multi-object detection. 

Our recommendation is to research the advantages of object overlay and how it 

would change UI interaction needs. Getting additional information proved useful 

in the medication task, but the test scenario itself, even though vital, seemed 

boring for the test participants. More engaging tasks based on the users’ interests 

would most likely produce more willing participants. In turn, we argue that the 

tests could be more complex and longer if the task were more interesting. Elderly 

participants were also not readily available, which was the most limiting factor in 

this study. This also limited the amount of statistical data gathered from the tests.  

Regarding other future research possibilities, there are areas that need 

studying. The features of existing aid devices can be combined into a single 

system and should be tested using long-term ethnological or case study 

approaches. Our recommendation is to use a multi-disciplinary research 

collaboration that can realize a total smart-home environment with other 

technological assistive features. Such an environment for the elderly could assist 

in imperative tasks in an actual home environment and could also gather data for 
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research and design. These problems might be possible to overcome using a 

projective system that virtualizes the information for the elderly and the 

caretakers. Helping both the elderly and the people who take care of them is 

imperative to reduce the workload and stress of both parties. If we can achieve 

this goal with the help of technology, the result may be that the elderly can be 

more independent and productive members of today’s society.  
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Appendix 1 User test 1 – Questionnaire 

Translated from Finnish to English 

User interface questionnaire 

 

Sex (Circle the answer) : male / female 

Age: _____ 

Have you used a smartphone? 

No ____ Yes _____  

Have you used a computer? 

No_____ Yes _____ 

      

    1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
1. The UI was easy to use Disagree   Agree 

2. I could effectively do my 

tasks with the system 
Disagree   Agree 

3. I learned the use quickly Disagree   Agree 

4. I did not understand the 

use of the system 
Disagree   Agree 

5. Icon and text placement 

was logical 
Disagree   Agree 

6. I liked using the system Disagree   Agree 

7. I would recommend the 

use for my friends 
Disagree   Agree 

8. The system was 

cumbersome to use 
Disagree   Agree 

9. I believe most learn the 

use quickly 
Disagree   Agree 

10. The UI was 

nice/comfortable to use 
Disagree   Agree 

11. Calling with the system 

was easier than with a 

phone 

Disagree   Agree 

    1 2 3 4 5 6 7   
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What didn’t you like about the system? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

What did you like about the system? 

 

Any other notes about the system or the test itself? 

___________________________________________________________

___ 

 

Thank you for your participation in the test!  

 

 

 

 

Task 1: 

 

Make a call using the system to the person called XYZ ZYX. 

 

Task 2: 

 

Make a call using the system to the person called YZX YXZ. 

 

Task 3: 

 

Check how to take your medication today using the system. 
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Appendix 2 User test 2 – Questionnaire 

Translated from Finnish to English 

 

 

 

Questionnaire Finland    (Location:___________  No:_______________) 
        (Interviewer will fill this)   (Interviewer will fill this) 
 
 
Sex (Circle) :  male / female,   
Age: _____  
 
Have you used smartphones or other?       
No ____ Yes  _____  
 
Do you / Have you used computers? 
No_____ Yes _____ 
 
Instructions: 
 
1. Answer all of the questions. 
2. There are no wrong answers. Everything is useful 
3. If you do not understand the question, please ask the interviewer for clarification 
 
 
 
 
Thanks for your answers and participation in this test

               UI: _______________ 
Answer all of the questions. Choose suitable option. 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5   

1. UI icons were easy to understand Agree  Disagree 

2. UI text were easy to understand Agree  Disagree 

3. UI was easy to use Agree  Disagree 

4. It was easy to choose correct option Agree  Disagree 

5. It was annoying to perform a task Agree  Disagree 

    
1 2 3 4 5 
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What didn’t you like about the system? (Why?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
What did you like about the system? (Why?) 

 

 

 

 

                

               UI: _______________ 
Answer all of the questions. Choose suitable option. 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5   

1. UI icons were easy to understand Agree  Disagree 

2. UI text were easy to understand Agree  Disagree 

3. UI was easy to use Agree  Disagree 

4. It was easy to choose correct option Agree  Disagree 

5. It was annoying to perform a task Agree  Disagree 

    
1 2 3 4 5 
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               UI: _______________ 
Answer all of the questions. Choose suitable option. 
 
 

  1 2 3 4 5   

1. UI icons were easy to understand Agree  Disagree 

2. UI text were easy to understand Agree  Disagree 

3. UI was easy to use Agree  Disagree 

4. It was easy to choose correct option Agree  Disagree 

5. It was annoying to perform a task Agree  Disagree 

    
1 2 3 4 5 

  
 
 
 

What didn’t you like about the system? (Why?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
What did you like about the system? (Why?) 
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What didn’t you like about the system? (Why?) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
What did you like about the system? (Why?) 

 

 

 

 

                

6. If you would use the system again, which method would you choose? (why) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
     _______     _______     _______ 
       Slide         Hover       2-step 
 
 
Anything else to say or opinions about the tests or the system itself  
(You can say these verbally to the interviewer too) 
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Appendix 3 User test 3 – Questionnaire 

Translated from Finnish to English 

 

Questionnaire Finland     (Location: ___________  No: _______________) 
         ((Interviewer will fill this)  (Interviewer will fill this)  
Sex (Circle :  Male / Female,   
Age: _____         Do you live in?: Own home _____  Care-home ______ 
 
Have you used / do you have a smartphone?       
No ____ Yes  _____  
 
Have you used devices with a touch screen?       
No ____ Yes  _____  
 
Have you used computers? 
No_____ Yes _____ 
 
Do you take regular medication?  No __ Yes  ___ , If yes, do you use  
A reminder (Alarm / Notes )_____, Pillbox _____(Kind?)____________________ Other ______ 
 
Do you have problems with any of the following?       
Eyesight ____ Hearing  _____  Hand motor skills _______  Other _______ 
 
(Interviewer will fill this)  
1. Answer all of the questions. 
2. There are no wrong answers. Everything is useful 
3. If you do not understand the question, please ask the interviewer for clarification 
 
 
 
Thanks for your answers and participation in this test 
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Projection: _______________ 
 
Answer each question by marking the appropriate circle. 
 

    1 2 3 4 5   

1. The system was easy to use  Agree  Disagree 

2. Following the instructions was hard 
Agree! 

Disagree!
3. Text and icons were understandable  

Agree! 
Disagree!

4. Text size was difficult to read 
Agree! 

Disagree!
5. The system was useful for the task  

Agree! 
Disagree!

6. I would not recommend the system 
Agree! 

Disagree!
7. Selection was fast to perform 

Agree! 
Disagree!

    
1 2 3 4 5 

  

 

Projection: _______________ 
 

 

    1 2 3 4 5   

8. In general I felt the test was easy to perform  
Agree! 

Disagree!
9. I felt there were too many instructions  

Agree! 
Disagree!

10. I am satisfied in the total time it took me to 
perform the task  

Agree! 
Disagree!

11. I felt the system displayed too much 
information 

Agree! 
Disagree!

12. I am satisfied in the use of the system  
Agree! 

Disagree!
13. I felt that the system guided me adequelty 
in how to perform the task  

Agree! 
Disagree!

14. Overall, I am satisfied with the system  
Agree! 

Disagree!
    

1 2 3 4 5 
  

Projection: _______________ 
 

 

    1 2 3 4 5   

15. I felt the test situation uncomfortable  Agree  Disagree 

16. I got enough instructions in the use of the 
system  

Agree  Disagree 

    
1 2 3 4 5 
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What didn’t you like? (Why?) 

 

 
What did you like? (Why?) 

 

 

Did you feel the system did what you wanted it to do? (Why?) 

 

 

 
Thank you very much for participating in testing the system! 
 
 

 
Checklist: 

- Make sure video is always recorded 
- Check Video Timestamps 
- Log System Timestap check before each test user 
- Number each user for paper analyzing papers 
- Give the same instructions to all of the users 
- Ask the same questions from all the users 
- Check the UI setting are the same for all users 
- Verify the possible extra disabilities the users might have even though the questionnaire asks them in the 

beginning 
 
 
General questions: 

- ”How did it feel to use?” 
- What would you use the system for? 
- Did you feel in control? 
- What would you change? 
- Do you think extra projected information would be useful in daily tasks e.g… 
- Did you feel the ring was uncomfortable? 
- Did you feel the test was uncomfortable so that it affected how you performed? 

 
Specific questions 

- If someone deviates from expected behaviour, ask why 
- How did the users feel about the colours, contrast, sizes and icons?  
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Appendix 4 – Elderly Pilot study results 

The following graphs show the questionnaire results created with SPSS (IBM 

SPSS Statistic for Windows, v.22). 
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Appendix 5 – Statistical analysis for user tests 2 
and 3 

Statistical analysis done by Dr. Jorma Riihijärvi, University of Oulu. 

1. Background 

The data inputted in an Excel graph was transferred to SPSS (IBM SPSS Statistic for 

Windows, v.22) and used in our statistical testing analysis. Statistical tests were done 

for both data sets (elderly test and elderly and CLU test) separately. The questionnaire 

items were different for both sets so the data could not be combined. All three tests for 

the elderly and CLU (three different tests) were analyzed by pooling the material. 

In the elderly and CLU tests, both groups had nine participants. The latter elderly 

test had ten participants (n=10). Non-parametric tests were used for statistical 

analyses due to small number of participants and non-normal distribution of the data 

(Heikkilä 2001, Metsämuuronen 2002). Non-parametric tests are used when the 

data violates assumptions of normality, or if the variables are categorical or ordinal 

(Metsämuuronen 2004). Parametric tests are also used for well-fitted ordinal 

variables (Metsämuuronen 2002). However, parametric analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) tests were conducted for the pooled data of Test Group 1 (three 

experiments, two participant groups, n=54). Originally, the intention was to use 

regression analysis to examine the relationships between variables, but unfortunately 

the size of the data and violations of assumptions for these types of tests did not allow 

the use of regression analysis as part of the statistical testing. 

2. Statistical analysis methods 

The central statistical analysis methods were correlation analysis, analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) and various non-parametric tests, such as Kruskall-Wallis test and Mann-

Whitney U-test. The statistical significance was determined by p-value. Differences 

between groups were determined as statistically significant at a p-level of p < .001, 

and borderline significant at p-levels of p < .01 and p < .05. In this research, the p-

value for rejecting the null hypothesis is set at p < .05. 

 

 

2.1 Correlation Analysis 
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The simplest way to examine the relationship between variables is to examine the 

correlation between them. The results of a correlation analysis can be used as a basis 

for further analyses, such as factorial or regression analyses. In this research, 

Spearman’s correlation coefficient was used for all correlation statistics. It is, 

however, important to note that correlation does not prove causation between 

variables (Heikkilä 2001). 

 

2.2 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

Analysis of variance examines whether there is a statistically significant difference 

between group means. In case there is only one categorical variable, the test is called 

one-way analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA). In this research, one-way ANOVA 

was used to test for differences between participants in addition to non-parametric 

tests. ANOVA requires additional post-hoc statistical tests in order to determine 

among which groups statistical differences exist. The assumptions of ANOVA include 

that the population is normally distributed (Heikkilä 2001, Metsämuuronen 2002). 

In this research, this assumption was violated, and all ANOVA results are considered 

descriptive and reported as a support for the non-parametric tests. 

 

2.3 Non-parametric average tests 

Non-parametric tests (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient) also examine whether 

there is a statistically significant difference between group means. In this research, 

Kruskall-Wallis and Mann-Whitney U tests were used. SPSS software selected the 

proper test based on the data. Non-parametric tests do not include assumptions 

regarding, for example, population distribution or size (Metsämuuronen 2002). 

3. Results 

The next section includes the results of the statistical tests. First, the results for Test 

Group 1 are presented, after which Test Group 2. 

 

3.1 Test group 1 results 

Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 include independent samples test results for Test Group 1, 

and section 3.1.3 includes the results for correlation analysis for Test Group 1. 

 

3.1.1 Non-parametric average tests – pooled material 

Participants’ age, age group and sex were used as grouping variables (coded in SPSS). 

Results from Mann-Whitney U test showed that there was a significant difference 
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(p=.008) between two age groups regarding SQ1.2. Further, results from ANOVA test 

showed that the aforementioned difference was significant (p=.012). Results from 

Mann Whitney U test showed that there was a statistically significant difference 

(p=.044) between age groups also regarding Q2. However, ANOVA test did not reach 

statistical significance (p=.075) between age groups for RQ2. Statistical significance 

between age groups was not reached for other RQs. Further, there was no significant 

difference between sexes. 

Results from Kruskall-Wallis test showed a significant difference between 

different participant ages for Q1 (p<.001) and borderline significant difference for Q2 

(p<.05) and Q5 (p<.05). Corresponding ANOVA tests showed statistically significant 

results between different participant ages for question 1 (p<.0001), question 3 

(p=.031), question 4 (p=.033) and question 5 (p=.030). Based on these results the null 

hypothesis that there was no significant difference between young users and older 

users was rejected. 

Planned post hoc –tests showed that significant differences emerge mostly 

between participants aged 26-30 and for participants under 26. Based on these results, 

the data was divided in to two sub-sets, where young users and older users were 

examined separately. These results are reported in section 3.1.2. 

 

3.1.2      Non-parametric average test – young users versus senior users 

There were no significant differences between sexes among the average scores of 

young users. For older users, there was a significant difference between sexes 

regarding question 3 (p=.02). The age of testers had a significant effect for the 

averages in question 1 (p=.001) and question 2 (p=.037). Similarly, age had a 

significant effect on the average responses of older users for question 1 (p=.018) and 

question 5 (p=.006). 

  

3.1.3      Results of correlation analysis 

Results from correlation analysis between questions suggested that the correlations 

are not strong enough for the questions to be interpreted as measuring the same 

effects. However, these results also showed that question 5 was different from the 

other questions as the correlation coefficient was negative, although not statistically 

significant apart from correlation between question 1 and question 5 (p<.05). 

The internal consistency of the measure was tested by calculating Cronbach’s 

alpha. Reliability test where all five questions were included, Cronbach’s alpha (α

=0.358) suggested that the internal consistency of the measure was low. A follow-up 

test showed that by removing question 5 from the measure, the internal consistency 
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reached a reliable level (α=0.724). These results suggested that question 5 was 

conceptually different from the other four questions (questions 1-4). 

 

3.2 Test group 2 results 

In section 3.2.1, due to small sample size (n=10), limited statistical testing was 

possible. 

 

3.2.1 Non-parametric average test results 

In this dataset, the grouping variables were age, age group and sex. Results from a 

Mann-Whitney U test suggested that there were no significant difference between 

sexes regarding question 7 (p=.021). Therefore, the null hypothesis of no difference 

between groups was rejected. No significant difference was found for the other 

grouping variables (age, age group), and the null hypotheses were accepted. Due to 

small sample size (n=10), ANOVA and correlation analysis were not conducted. 

The internal consistency of the measure was tested by calculating Cronbach’s 

alpha. Reliability test where all 16 questions were included, Cronbach’s alpha (α

=0.909) suggested that the internal consistency of the measure was high. Removing 

any questions from the measure did not improve the alpha-value.  
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